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‘I see nobody on the road,’ said Alice.
‘I only wish I had such eyes,’ the King remarked in a fretful tone.
‘To be able to see Nobody!’
[…]
‘Who did you pass on the road?’ the King went on, holding out his
hand to the Messenger for some more hay.
‘Nobody,’ said the Messenger.
‘Quite right,’ said the King: ‘this young lady saw him too. So of
course Nobody walks slower than you.’
‘I do my best,’ the Messenger said in a sulky tone. ‘I’m sure
nobody walks much faster than I do!’
‘He can’t do that,’ said the King, ‘or else he’d have been here first.’
Lewis Caroll, Alice in Wonderland
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Abbreviations and conventions
Abbreviations
Most of the abbreviations used in the text are listed below. Idiosyncratic
abbreviations are explained where they occur.































absolutive
accusative
anterior
aspect
augment
auxiliary
classifier
collective
concessive
connective
copula
dative
declarative
direct object
enclitic
existential
extensive
free choice particle
feminine
formative verb prefix
future
genitive
habitual
immediate past
imperative
imperfective
indefinite
indicative
infinitive
intransitive
































locative
masculine
neuter
negative
nominative
nominalizer
non-factual
nonfinite
non-referential
object
partitive
past
perfective
plural
past negative
possessive
past participle
present
pretirite
particle
question particle
recent past
relative
relativized subject
subject
singular
same subject
subject
tense
transitive
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Examples
Example sentences are presented as I found them in the sources. The
interlinear glosses and abbreviations used have been streamlined to
comply as much as possible with Lehmann (). In the event that no
– or incomplete – interlinear glosses were given by the source, I have
reconstructed them as best as possible.
Sources are given with each example sentence. On first mention, the
language name and the full reference are given. Further examples from
the same source have only the page reference after the translation of the
example.
Language names
Languages are classified genetically according to Ruhlen (), with
one exception, namely the organization of what Ruhlen calls Caucasian
(see p. ). Language names are spelled as they are in Ruhlen. When
an author uses a different name, the name variant used by Ruhlen is
adopted here for consistency’s sake. Variant names have been checked
with Grimes (). I use the group names in Ruhlen, with one exception: I will use Romance rather than Ruhlen’s name Italic. See Chapter  for discussion.
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 Introduction

This study will be concerned with the analysis of negative sentences
which in English are expressed by negative indefinite forms such as no
, none of the , nobody and nothing. Although negation in language has
been investigated extensively both in philosophy and linguistics, this
type of negation, which I will somewhat ideosyncratically call 
 (see sections . and ..), has not. Consequently, it is often
assumed that the analyses adopted for other forms of negation hold
equally well for the expression of nothing, etcetera. This, however, is
highly questionable, particularly if the cross-linguistic realizations of the
phenomenon under consideration are taken into account.
This book offers precisely such a cross-linguistic perspective. The
only two works that also deal extensively with this issue are Bernini and
Ramat () and Haspelmath (). Bernini and Ramat’s investigation is, however, confined to the languages of Europe, while Haspelmath’s study is conducted within the broader perspective of indefinite
pronouns. As we shall see, the languages of Europe differ considerably
from those in other areas of the world in regard to the expression of
term negation. Constructions used in Europe are seldom found outside
of it; and term negation types prevailing outside of Europe hardly occur
in it. Overt indefinite pronouns, in turn, while an integral part of most
cross-linguistic realizations of ‘nothing’ and ‘nobody’, do not in fact
feature in all expressions of these notions.
The aim of this study is twofold. First of all, it seeks to provide a
typology of the cross-linguistic realization of the expression of term
negation. And secondly, it offers an account of this phenomenon in
Functional Grammar (). The analysis of European languages would
lead one to expect that all languages have negative synthetic forms such
as nothing; yet, as we shall see, this is not the case. While English, apart
from nothing, also has the form ‘not anything’, in other languages term
negation can only be rendered a verbal negator and an indefinite pronoun; in yet other languages, a verbal negator and a special negative
pronoun are used or an existential constructions.



Introduction

In most linguistic and logical frameworks it is generally assumed that
all negative sentences are analysable in terms of an abstract negative element added to a positive sentence. If this method is applied to sentences
containing expressions like no , then these expressions must be seen
as the result of fusion of the abstract negative element and an indefinite
term like a, one of the , somebody, something, etc. Such an analysis postulates a large ‘distance’ between the underlying structure and the linguistic expression and necessitates the formulation of a number of arbitrary
rules to account for the morphological realizations and structural characteristics of the negative element. In this study I will advocate an alternative analysis, in terms of Functional Grammar (), in which I will seek
to bridge the gap between the underlying and the surface forms. It will
be shown that the  analysis, in contrast not only to the traditional one
but also to other competing analyses, is capable of accounting for the
full range of cross-linguistic data.
The organization of this book is as follows. Chapter  provides an
overview of the  analysis of negation and how it relates to term negation in English. While constructions involving the verbal negator and
a special indefinite pronoun (‘not … anything’) are shown to be amenable to an analysis via a negative sentential operator, ‘nothing’ is argued
to involve zero quantification. Unlike in traditional logic or the theory
of Generalized Quantifiers, quantifiers in are considered to be operators on terms (= nominal expressions) rather than operators on propositions (see especially Dik , Brown , Dik ). Given that the
negation under consideration is a form of quantification (see section .)
and that the negative quantifier constitutes a part of the term, needless
to say in , nominal negation can be described from within the
quantifier system, expressing what will be called in this study ‘zero
quantification’.
The appropriateness of the  analysis of the expression of nothing in
English for the cross-linguistic reflexes of term negation are examined
in the following two chapters. Chapter  outlines the typology of term
negation established on the basis of a sample consisting of forty languages
and discusses how the typological data can be accounted for in .
Chapter  deals with the negative element employed in term negation
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in more detail. Again, as the presentation of the typological data proceeds, they are accounted for in terms of , which enables a unified
analysis. Chapter  discusses the sample that I have used in this study,
discussing its merits and weaknesses and elaborating on a number of
interesting typological aspects of term negation. The remainder of this
chapter sets to place the discussion of term negation in the context of
traditional theoretical analyses of sentential negation and current insights
stemming from language typology.

. The traditional approach
The traditional approach to sentential negation can be summarized on
the basis of the analysis within generative grammar, which is based on
Klima (). Though much work has been done on negation since
Klima’s work, his analysis contains the esence of what continue to be
the central topics of discussion in the current literature on negation (see
Haegeman : ix) – therefore I will use Klima’s approach for ease of
exposition.
. define criteria for the notion ‘negative sentence’;
. assume that the structure of each negative sentence consists of an
abstract negative element () which is added to the corresponding positive sentence;
. formulate rules so that the combination of  and the positive
sentence is mapped onto the correct surface structures.
Providing criteria for what constitutes a negative sentence is necessary
in view of the fact that not every sentence that contains a negative
element automatically qualifies as a ‘negative sentence’. Consider, for
instance, the examples in () and (). Although both sentences contain
the negative element not, typically only (a) is viewed as a negative
sentence, (a) as a positive sentence in which an element is negated
locally. The difference between the two sentences can be discerned on
the basis of several tests that have been proposed for distinguishing
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negative sentences from non-negative sentences. Two of the most
commonly used tests are the ‘and neither’ test (Klima ) and the ‘it
is not so’-test ( Jackendoff ). The first of these tests identifies a
sentence as a negative sentence if the sentence can be followed by a
neither phrase as in (b), the second if a sentence  can be paraphrased
by ‘it is not the case that .’ As illustrated below, in terms of these tests
() will emerge as a negative sentence, while () does not.
() a.
b.
c.

John did not buy the car.
John did not buy the car, and neither did Jim.
= It is not so that John bought the car.

() a.
b.
c.

John bought a car not long ago.
John bought a car not long ago, and *neither/so did Jim.
 It is not so that John bought a car long ago.

If we apply the above tests for negative sentences to instances of what
I call term negation, we see that these sentences also qualify as negative
sentences:
() a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Mary bought nothing.
Mary bought nothing and neither did Sally.
Mary did not buy anything.
Mary did not buy anything and neither did Sally.
It is not so that Mary bought something.

The class of negative sentences established on the basis of criteria such
as above is assumed to have an underlying structure which, in the case
of (a) for example, may be informally represented as follows:
()  ( John bought a car).
There are three advantages of postulating an underlying structure as in
(). First of all, all negative sentences can be uniformly described; secondly, the analysis reflects the fact that the whole sentence is in the
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scope of the negative element; and finally, the underlying structure in
() explicates the existence of a regular relationship between positive
and corresponding negative sentences.
The last step in the traditional analysis involves the formulation of
rules for the correct expression of the negative element. The required
rules have been found to be not only quite complex, but what is more
distressing in some instances also arbitrary. The most important of these
rules are neg-placement and neg-incorporation.
Neg placement places the negative element in the correct position in
surface structure. Structures such as the one in () require rules that
specify the surface realisation of the  element.
() a.
b.
c.

 ( John bought the car)
John did  buy the car
John did not buy the car

Neg-incorporation applies when  fuses with other constituents in the
sentence. For example, in many languages  is expressed in the
morphology of the main verb, as in the following Gilyak example:
() Kobon (Davies : )
Nipe ip
hag ñ-ag-a.
  say give--
‘He did not tell me.’
In other cases  fuses with the determiner of a nominal constituent,
which can be illustrated by Indo-European languages like English and
Dutch. Klima (), for example, proposed to analyze nothing as the
expression of the fusion of  and an indefinite. (Kraak  gives a
similar analysis for Dutch negative indefinites.) Sometimes quite drastic
operations are required to account for the form of the negative element,
such as an expletive rule that transforms  plus some into any (Klima
) as in ().
The analysis of sentence negation outlined above still prevails in most
versions of generative grammar (see for example Rizzi  for a discus-
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sion of negative sentences in Italian, Ouhalla , Haegeman ).
Other frameworks, however, for instance Generalized Quantifiers
(Barwise and Cooper ; Zwarts , , Van Eijck , Van
der Wouden ) recognize the special status of negative sentences and
provide a distinct treatment of this form of negation, as does a proposal
in the context of , by Brown ().

. Typological adequacy
One of the advantages of the classical analysis of negative sentences is
that the latter can be described in a uniform way. Ease and simplicity
of description are of course important goals in any theoretical analysis,
but at the same time a theory should be descriptively adequate. Even
the most cursory glance at negative sentences in languages other than
Indo-European, reveals that the linguistic data on which analyses of
negation in most theoretical frameworks have been based are by no
means representative of the typological variety of negative sentences on
a cross-linguistic basis; in most cases, these analyses must be considered
an over-simplification.
First of all, many languages have several negative elements that are
used in different ways and in different environments. For example,
languages may use different negative elements in imperative and nonimperative sentences. This is well-known from Ancient Greek and
Latin, and Zwicky and Pullum () showed that this phenomenon
occurs in many languages. A number of languages in my sample show
this phenomenon as well (nineteen out of ; see sections .. and .
for discussion). Secondly, languages may use different negative elements
to indicate which part of the sentence is in the scope of negation. In
Turkana, for example, several negative elements are used: ma- in nonverbal sentences; pe- in verbal sentences in which the focus of attention
is on the verb; and ®i- in verbal sentences in which the focus of attention
is on a category other than the verb (‘focus of attention is not to be
confused with emphasis). The following examples illustrate:

Typological adequacy



() Turkana (Dimmendaal : )
Mὲὲrε` a-yɔ̀Î ε-ka-pl-a-n8̀.

I
witch
‘I am not a witch.’
() Pε-ε-a-ra-`
Îesì ε-ka-tà-tam-à-n8.
---be- he teacher
‘He was not a teacher.’ ()
() ®-e-los-een-è-tè
Îi-kìlyòk a-pey-ò ὲ-mam8ù e-kìcoloÎ.
--go--- men
visit
-lack headrest
‘Men don’t go on a visit without a headrest.’ ()
Turkana also employs what I will call a negative existential construction
(this notion will be elaborated in Chapter ). In this type of clause the
negative existential verb mam8ù is used:
() ὲ-mam8ù a-pὲsε kà
nege`.
-lack girl
from here
‘The girl is not here.’ ()
In other languages different negative elements may be used to indicate
the confidence of the speaker with regard to the content of his utterance; or different elements may be used depending on presuppositions
concerning the truth or the falsity of the statement. In Navaho, for
example, the choice of the negative verbal affix -í presupposes the truth
of the proposition, while -go does not (Schauber : ).
In Kannada, different negative particles are used to indicate various
modalities. In the first example, (a), the sentence particle illa is used;
(b) shows the negative prohibitive particle; and in (c) a particle is
used that carries with it some moral implication.
() Kannada (Bhatia : )
a. Yār-ū
maneyo½lage baral-illa.
someone- house:into came-
‘No-one came into the house.’
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b.

Nı̄nu allige hōga-bēda.
½
you there go-
‘Don’t go there.’

c.

Nı̄nu allige hōga-bāradu.
you there go-
‘You should not go.’

Another example is Cree, in which five different negative morphemes
are used (see Stark ). The choice of the precise negative particle is
determined by intricate syntactic and semantic rules.
Such a range of possibilities to express different kinds of negative
sentences is by no means uncommon in the languages of the world.
Needless to say, no attempt to provide a uniform analysis of negative
sentences can hope to do justice to the existing typological diversity.
No doubt the bias towards a uniform description of all negative sentences is due to the Germanic-centered origin of most theoretical analyses. But once the database is extended beyond the Germanic languages,
the limitations of the uniform description become all too obvious. That
negation is a well-studied phenomenon in various logical frameworks
– if inadequately from the linguistic point of view – may also account
for the relative simplicity of the approaches in some linguistically orientated frameworks. Typological research, in contrast, should bring out
the intricacies of the investigated constructions.
Another advantage of typologically adequate investigations is that
they reduce to fables all sorts of linguistic prejudices. For example, in
classical logic and normative linguistics, it is generally assumed that two
negations in one clause cancel each other out. In a number of Western
European languages, examples like (a) are judged illogical because
they contain two negations.
() a.
b.

I don’t talk to nobody.
I talk to nobody.

It turns out, however, that ‘correct’ sentences such as (b) are, cross-
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linguistically, the exception rather than the rule. In the -language
sample that I have used only five languages used sentence types such as
(b), the majority of the languages using constructions deemed illogical
by Western linguists and logicians. The traditional prejudice against
sentences of type (a) is evident when one considers where languages
using (a) are spoken. From Bernini and Ramat’s (), Haspelmath’s
() and my sample based approach it appears that on the whole, such
languages are an isolated phenomenon in North-West Europe. The
conclusion then, that (b) is illogical, is the sad result of the intellectual
dominance and Euro-centered attitude of West European scholars and
the influence of logic on formal linguistics. Although this contention
is not original – it was stated by St. Augustine in the th century ;
Molinelli (: ) – typological research is still needed to modify such
firmly established prejudices.
Functional Grammar, unlike some other theoretical frameworks, sets
great store by the typological adequacy of the linguistic analyses that it
posits. Rather than attempting to fit the cross-linguistic manifestations
of grammatical phenomena into a single, European, mold, it seeks to
adjust itself to cross-linguistic findings. Consequently, what may appear
to be a uniform semantic phenomenmon need not necessarily receive
a uniform analysis. We will see in the following chapters that term negation is a case in point. In order to meet the goal of typological adequacy
adopted by Functional Grammar, this study is based on data drawn from
a stratified sample of  languages, in which all language phyla defined
by Ruhlen () are represented. The results of the typological survey
will be given in chapters  and , while in chapter  I will discuss some
general issues in connection with samples in general, the motivation for
the sample used here, and some general typological characteristics in the
sample.

. A note on terminology
The investigation of ‘term negation’ will be restricted in this study to
forms of negation which correspond to what in English is expressed by
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negative indefinites denoting persons and things, as in the following
example:
() John saw nobody/nothing
Negative indefinites of place (nowhere), time (never) and manner (in now
way) will not be taken into account. The exclusion of these expressions
was dictated purely by practical reasons. Information on negative
indefinites expressing persons and things is notoriously difficult to come
by; many a grammar does not deal with cursorily if at all. Data on the
expression of negative indefinites of place, time and manner are scarcer
still. I was simply unable to gather the relevant information for more
than just a handful of languages.
Also excluded from the investigation will be forms of local negation
as in (a), affixal negation (b) and contrastive negation (c), all of
which may superficially resemble the form of negation in the expression
of term negation in one language or another.
() a.
b.
c.

We do not always go there.
Peter is unhappy.
He bought not lemons but pears.

My use of the label ‘term negation’ for the expression of nothing or
nobody in examples such as the English () is intended to directly reflect
the  analysis of these forms alluded to in the introduction. However,
as we shall see, the cross-linguistic equivalents of () do not necessarily
involve term negation. For instance, in Gilyak () and Nasioi () the
negative element is expressed on the verb rather than on the term. And
in the English alternations to (), namely those in (), the negative
element is expressed on the auxiliary verb do.
() Gilyak (Katya Gruzdeva, pc.):
N’i komnata-ux nar̆-t’iÎ n’r̆i-γavr-d.
I
room- someone see--
‘I saw noone in the room.’

Note on terminology



() Nasioi (Rausch : )
Nanin
nánu-aru-i.
someone go--
‘No-one went.’
() John did not see anybody/anything.
The label ‘term negation’ is therefore merely a cover term for the crosslinguistic renditions of nothing and nobody, which corresponds to one
of the English reflexes of these expressions. Though my choice of a
semantic phenomenon as a cover term may be misleading, I have opted
to use the label ‘term negation’ rather than ‘indefinite negation’, since
‘term negation’ complements the semantic typology of negation required in , which is characterized in relation to the  typology of
different orders of entities.

Note
. Dimmendaal notes that although synchronicallymὲὲrε` is mono-morphemic,
it is probably based on the negative marker ma- and a conjugated form of the
verb ‘to be somebody/something’, for which he reconstructs the form *ma-εra-ı. mὲὲrε` is always in the position reserved for auxiliaries in non-verbal sentences.

 Negation in Functional Grammar
The  treatment of negation, including term negation, can only be fully
appreciated with some prior knowledge of the  framework. Accordingly, section . outlines the  model of grammar. The  approach
to various types of sentence negation is elaborated in section .. Finally,
section . deals specifically with term negation.

. The structure of Functional Grammar
In  all the content elements of a language are considered to be predicates, which are expressions that define properties of or relations between entities. Predicates are formatted as structures which are called
predicate frames. The structures defined in the predicate frames constitute
the input to a number of operations (to be clarified below) which result
in an elaborate underlying clause structure (). The  is subsequently mapped onto a linguistic expression by the application of expression rules, which determine both the form and the order of the
elements of the underlying clause structure.
The  lexicon contains all the basic predicate frames of a language.
There are three types of predicate frames: verbal, adjectival, and nominal. Apart from these predicate frames, the lexicon also contains the
pronouns and irregular forms. The structure of a predicate frame is illustrated in () on the basis of the verbal predicate give.
() giveV (xi: anim (xi ))Ag (xj )Go (xk: anim (xk ))Rec
As shown in (), predicate frames specify the essential characteristics of
predicates, which are taken to be:
• The predicate (eg. give).
• The category of the predicate:  (verbal),  (nominal), or  (adjectival).
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• The argument positions conventionally associated with the predicate.
In the above example, give is associated with three arguments.
• The semantic functions associated with the argument positions. For
example, the first argument position of give has the semantic function
Agent, the second argument Goal, the third Recipient.
• The selection restrictions imposed on each argument position. For
example, the first and third arguments of give must be animate (since
only animate entities can give or receive anything), while there are
no restrictions on the second argument: anything can be given, be
it animate or inanimate, concrete or non-concrete (for example,
books, the flu, love, etc).
In addition to the above, predicate frames also contain the following
information:
• Irregular forms of predicates. These include for example irregular
verbal paradigms and irregular plural forms. In general, all forms that
cannot be derived by a rule are stored in the lexicon. Thus, before
applying the expression rule to inflect a verb, we need to check first
if there is an irregular form in the lexicon. If there is, that form is
used. If not, the expression rule is applied to inflect the verb.
• Meaning postulates. These are structures that define (aspects of ) the
lexical meaning of a predicate. Here is an example of the meaning
postulate of the predicate kiss:
() kissV (x: hum (x))Ag (x: hum (x))Go 
touchV (x)Ag (x)Go (x: lips (x))Instr
• The meaning postulate in () says that ‘x kisses x’ means that x
touches x with the lips.
.. Clause Structure
The underlying clause structure as envisaged in  is represented in Figure . In addition to the nuclear predication, which consists of a predi-
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Figure . The clause structure
predV ()
o o

nuclear predication
core predication
extended predication
proposition
clause

o



o

cate frame with argument positions () filled in by terms, there are four
levels: the core predication, extended predication, proposition and
clause. We see that each layer is associated with an operator ( n) and a
satellite (on). Operators are grammatically expressed elements. For
example, categories such as tense, mood, and aspect are represented as
operators in the underlying structure. Satellites on the other hand are
lexically expressed elements. Examples are in the garden, last week, etc.
The layers of the hierarchical structure of the clause are taken to
reflect the multiple functions that the clause fulfills in the act of communication. The three predication levels – nuclear, core and extended –
together designate a particular type of State of Affairs (o), ie, the
conception of something that can be said (to occur, take place or obtain)
in some world. The proposition level expresses a possible fact, ie. something that can be affirmed, denied, doubted, contradicted, etc. And
finally, the clause designates the nature of the speech act (eg. stating a
fact, asking a question or issuing an order) performed by the speaker in
uttering the clause. These functions of the various levels of the clause
structure are shown schematically in Figure , together with the variables corresponding to each level.
Figure . Levels and variables
level structure unit type of entity





clause
proposition
predication
predicate
term

speech act
possible fact
state of affairs
property or relation
entity

variable
E
X
e
f
x
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The operators and satellites associated with each level of structure are
taken to be distinguishable on the basis of the nature of their contribution to the meaning of the clause. Since the relevant distinctions will
be of import for the discussion in section , the function or cluster of
functions characteristic of each level of satellite or operator is summarized below.
Level 
On this level a further specification of the internal state of affairs is
given. Operators on this level include perfective and imperfective
aspect. Satellites on this level include expressions for Manner (good),
Speed (quickly), and Instrument (with a needle).
Level 
This level is used for the temporal, spatial and cognitive orientation of
the predication. Operators include tense and objective modality. Satellites on this level include Time (tomorrow, last week) and Location (in
Amsterdam).
Level 
On level , the proposition, we find operators expressing speaker evaluation or attitude ( John may come back this evening). Examples of satellites
expressing these notions are in my opinion and to tell you the truth.
Level 
On the highest level, the clause, we find illocutionary operators and
satellites. Operators on this level are illocutionary operators such as
declarative, imperative, and interrogative. Satellites on this level are for
example briefly.
.. Terms
Terms are expressions that can be used to refer to an entity in some
world. Their general structure can be described as follows:
() (xi:

(xi ):





(xi ): ...

(xi ))

n
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In this structure, xi is the term variable, which ranges over the set of
potential referents of the term;  stands for one or more term operators;
and each (xi) is an ‘open predication in xi’. The colon (:) indicates that
the information to the right gives a specification of or a restriction on
the possible values of xi as it has been specified on the left – it can be
read as ‘such that’. Here is an example of a term:
() (ixi: sonnetN (xi )ø: beautifulA (xi )ø)
‘a beautiful sonnet’
The term operators i and  stand for indefinite and singular, respectively.
ø stands for the semantic function ‘zero’. The term in () can be read
as follows: ‘indefinite singular entity xi such that sonnet xi such that
beautiful xi’. Other examples of term operators are definite/indefinite,
specific/generic, demonstrative, and quantification. The last type will
be discussed in some detail in the next section.
Entities are mental constructs (Dik : ). Terms – expressions
used to refer to entities – can be used in two ways: to construct referents
and to identify referents. When a referent is constructed, a speaker
instructs a hearer to construct that entity in his mental model. That
referent is then also introduced into the discourse domain (more about
this below). On the other hand, when a referent is identified, a speaker
instructs a hearer to identify a referent already present in his mental
world.

. Negation in 
Substantial treatments of negation in  can be found in Bossuyt (),
Dik (, ), Hoffmann (), Moutaouakil () and Dik (fc).
However, only the last two deal with the issue in the context of the
layered clause currently adopted in . Since the  view of how different forms of negation are distributed over the layered structure of the
clause is of direct relevance to my treatment of term negation to be
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discussed in section ., let me summarize the proposals made to date
in this regard.
Dik (fc.) adopts the semantic typology of negation elaborated by
Lyons () and relates it directly to the  layered model of the clause.
He distinguishes four semantic types of negation: predicate negation,
predicational negation, propositional negation and illocutionary negation. The first three types of negation are viewed as involving a negative
operator at the predicate, predicational and propositional levels, respectively. The operator involved in illocutionary negation, on the other
hand, is not actually an illocutionary level operator but a predication
level one with an effect on the indirect illocution of an utterance. As
we shall see below, the  analysis of illocutionary negation is not unproblematic. The four semantic types of negation are briefly discussed
in turn from the lowest to the highest level, ie. from predication to
illocution.
.. Predicate negation
Predicate negation is confined to the predicate itself. In English, this
type of negation is usually expressed morphologically, as in the following examples:
() a.
b.
c.

unintelligent
meaningless
non-constructive

For reasons that I will not discuss here, Dik chooses to analyze these
forms as the result of predicate formation. He distinguishes three distinct
forms of predicate negation: complementary formation (married/unmarried), contrary formation (deep/shallow) and litotes (a not unattractive
man). Litotes is treated in detail in Hoffmann ().
.. Predicational and propositional negation
Since the nature of predicational and propositional negation can best
be appreciated by juxtaposing the two, I will discuss them together here.
Predicational negation is characterized as the objective statement of the
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non-occurrence of some o and is opposed to propositional negation,
which is seen as the subjective denial of the truth of a proposition. In
English the distinction between these two types of negation is achieved
by prosodic means and therefore it is not immediately apparent in the
written language. To illustrate, (b), as a response to (a), constitutes
an instance of predicational negation; and (b) as a follow-up to (a) is
an instance of propositional negation.
() a.
b.

Is John rich?
No, he’s not rich.

() a.
b.

John is rich.
, he is  rich!

In (b) the speaker fills the information gap with respect to whether or
not the o of John being rich obtains with a negative value. In (b),
by contrast, the speaker denies that the proposition that ‘John is rich’
is true. Thus a possible paraphrase of (b) would be ‘contrary to what
you say or suppose, it is not the case that John is rich’. Although in
English this type of negation is expressed by prosodic means, other
languages appear to use distinct negative elements for propositional and
predicational negation. Below are examples from Vietnamese and
Navaho. That these languages use distinct negative elements for
predicational and propositional negation is probably due to the fact that
they are tone languages. In Vietnamese, không is used for predicational
negation, nào for propositional negation.
()
a.

Vietnamese (Thompson : )
Tôi không hieu.
  understand
‘I do not understand.’

b. Tôi dã nào ngu.
   sleep
‘I certainly did not sleep (contrary to what you suggest)’ ()
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In Navaho, predicational negation is expressed by the discontinuous
negative doo…-da (doo is a particle indicating the Focus of the negation,
and -da is suffixed to the verb; see (a)). But when a proposition has
been asserted and the speaker wants to deny that proposition, the particle hanii is used (additionally, the position of hanii indicates which part
is being denied).
()

Navaho (Schauber : )
a. Jáan doo Bostongóó adoołbasda.
John  Boston:to ::drive:
‘John won’t be driving to Boston.’
b.

Ashkii hanii łíí’
nabííłgo’.
boy
 horse :::throw
‘It is not the boy the horse threw, but …’ ()

Since predicational negation is viewed by Dik as an objective specification of the non-occurrence of a o, the negative operator, like operators of objective modality is treated as a level  operator. (b) is thus
represented as ():
() Decl E: X:  e: richA ( John)ø
In propositional negation, in turn, the negation constitutes a subjective
(negative) evaluation of the truth of the proposition and therefore, on
a par with subjective modality operator, is treated as a level  operator.
The  representation of (b) is as in (). Note the different positions
of the negation operators in () and ().
() Decl E:  X: e: richA ( John)ø
What Dik calls propositional negation occurs under various names in
the linguistic literature. For instance, Lyons () refers to it as modality negation, Seuren () as radical negation and Horn () as
metalinguistic negation. Some examples cited by Horn are given in ():
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() a.
b.
c.



Chris didn’t manage to solve some problems – he solved them
easily.
Some men aren’t chauvinists – all men are chauvinists.
It’s not stewed bunny, honey, it’s civet de lapin.

Horn’s notion ‘metalinguistic negation’ actually encompasses not only
the  propositional negation but also the negation of parts of expressions as in the examples below:
() a.
b.

I’m not a Trotskyite, I’m a Trotskyist.
I didn’t manage to trap two mongeese – I managed to trap two
mongooses.

Note that the scope of the negation in () is not that of the property
expressed by the predicate, nor of the o, nor that of the proposition.
And it certainly does not constitute an instance of illocutionary negation
(see ..). It thus does not fall under any of the semantic types of negation in . And indeed this is not semantic negation but rather a distinct
type of negation involving the expression plane. This is particularly clear
in (b), were the scope of the negation is an inflectional affix. In ,
inflectional affixes are expressed by expression rules. Therefore in order
to account for examples of negation as in (b),  has to allow for the
formulation of an expression rule to be negated. This could be accomplished as follows. Let us assume that (a) is the underlying structure
of the term two mongeese/mongooses, and (b) and (c) are the two
expression rules required to express the forms mongooses and mongeese:
() a.
b.
c.

(ixi: mongooseN (xi))Go
Plur mongoose  mongeese
Plur N  N + (e)s

If speaker  inflects mongoose on the basis of the irregular plural of goose
(geese) he uses expression rule (b). Speaker  – who utters (b) –
corrects this by applying the the expression rule in (c). We may
therefore paraphrase (b) as ‘mongoose does not have an irregular plural;
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to express its plural, you should apply rule (b)’.
.. Illocutionary negation
Illocutionary negation in Dik’s sense of the term is confined to negative
performatives such as the following:
() a.
b.

I do not order you to leave.
I do not promise to come to the party.

The basic illocution of such performatives, as of their positive counterparts, is Declarative, ie. they are statements. The illocution spelled out
by the performative clause which, following Allan (: ), I will
call ‘indirect speech act’, is that of acts of not ordering and not promising. The negation thus denies that an act of ordering or promising is
being performed. The basic declarative illocution is not negated. The
negative operator cannot therefore be viewed as a level  operator on
a par with illocutionary modifiers such as Frankly in (a) or Secondly
in (b), which take within their scope the act of stating the performative sentences and not the performative clause.
() a.
b.

Frankly, I condemn their parents.
First of all, I admit I’m wrong and secondly I promise it will
never happen again.

Note that secondly in (b) does not constitute a second act of promising,
but a second act of stating (Allan : ). Nor can the negative
operator be considered as a propositional operator, since if explicit
performatives do have a truth value, it is tied to either the basic
illocution as statements or to whether the speaker actually does what
he says he is doing.
Given the above, Dik analyses illocutionary negation as involving
predicational negation of the performative clause, as in ():
() a.
b.

I don’t say that John is a fool.
Decl E: X:  ei: sayV (I)Ag [ej: foolA ( John)ø]
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This analysis does not, however, directly capture the acts of not promising or not ordering, but only the statements of not promising and not
ordering. The fact that negative performatives involve actual acts of not
doing is left to further pragmatic interpretations within the wider theory
of verbal interaction. Thus, strictly speaking illocutionary negation is
not a grammatical phenomenon in .
We have seen that sentential negation in  is treated as an operator,
either level  or level . As an operator it may interact with other operators in relation to form.
There are a number of languages in my sample in which distinct
negative elements are used for negative imperatives and negative
declaratives. Nineteen languages distinguish negative imperatives and
declaratives (Babungo, Chukchi, Cree, Fula, Indonesian, MaÎarayi,
Miskito, Mundari, Nahali, Nadëb, Nama, Nasioi, Quechua, Saramaccan, Susu, Tamil, Vietnamese, West Greenlandic, and Yidi®). And one
of these (Babungo) also uses a different negative element in negative
questions. The extent to which the  languages in the sample use
different negative elements in the three illocutionary types can be summarized in the following schema (see Chapter  for the distribution of
languages with distinct negative elements in imperatives):
Declarative
 (.%)
x
 (%)
x
 (%)
x

Imperative Interrogative
x
x
x

The examples in () illustrate the negations of the three different
illocutions, using Babungo as an example: the negative element in
declaratives is kèe...mē (a), in questions kèe...yímū (b) and in imperatives k´»..mē (c).
() Babungo (Schaub : )
a. Îwə́ kèe gə̀
táa yìwìÎ mē.
he  go: to market 
‘He did not go to the market.’
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b.

Tǔu wə̀
nə̀ kèe yìjwî
yímū?
even person   come: 
‘Did nobody at all come?’ (p. )

c.

K´»
wə̀
bwá
yígi
yɔ́ mē.
 person be:tired: speech this 
‘Nobody should be tired of this talk.’ (p. )

Babungo is the only language in the sample that uses distinct negative
elements in negative questions, so tis type seems quite rare. But that
there are nineteen languages that express negative imperative distinct
from negative declaratives (half the sample languages) is significant. This
can be explained by Hengeveld’s () suggestion that imperatives have
no propositional level since their truth value is irrelevant; the fact that
in most languages imperatives are so distinct from declaratives, and that
more than a third of the languages in the sample use distinct negative
elements in negative imperatives may be seen to confirm Hengeveld’s
idea. That negative declaratives and negative yes-no questions typically
do not use distinct negative elements runs parallel to the fact that there
are usually not many formal differences between positive declaratives
and questions. Indeed, in many languages, declaratives and questions
are distinguished by intonation alone. I will not go into this issue further
because it has no direct relevance for this study.

. Term negation
We have just seen that sentential negation (predicational, propositional
and illocutionary) is analysed in  by means of a level  or a level 
negative operator. Since, as shown in section ., term negation qualifies
as an instance of sentential negation according to the standard syntactic
tests, it could in theory be treated on a par with with other types of
sentential negation in . Note that examples such as () meet the
semantic character of predicational negation in , ie., they present
objectively the non-occurrence of a o.

Term negation

() a.
b.



John bought no book.
Nobody came.

If term negation as in () were to be treated as a type of predicational
negation in , it could be analysed as in ().
() Decl E: X:  e: buyV (Mary)Ag (ixi: bookN (xi ))Go
Such an analysis would essentially correspond to Klima’s original account and its subsequent modifications in ’s siblings. The representation in (), however, is more appropriate for () than () is.
() Decl E: X: e: buyV (Mary)Ag (øxi: bookN (xi ))Go
In English, both (a) and (b) are used for talking about nothing. The
structure of () clearly parallels that of Mary did not buy the book with
the negative element at the level of the predication by means of a 
negation operator. Term negation as in (), on the other hand, is open
to another analysis. Rather than being viewed as objectively stating the
non-occurrence of a o, as the expression of nothing in (), examples
such as () may be seen as constituting a positive statement about the
size of a set denoting a participant in a o. Under this interpretation,
term negation as in () qualifies as a type of quantification, zero
quantification, and may be handled analogously to other quantifiers,
such as all, many, and some. Before presenting this analysis, let me briefly
outline the  approach to quantification.
.. Term quantification
Whereas in standard predicate logic quantifiers are analysed as propositional operators, in recent linguistic work, quantification is analyzed as
operating on the term level (see for example Barwise and Cooper ,
Brown , Horn ). This is also the approach adopted in .
Under the classical logical analysis, the expression in (a), for example, would be analysed as in (b):



() a.
b.
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All men are mortal.
x(men(x)  mortal(x))

Two kinds of problems have been noted with this kind of analysis. First,
the ‘logical’ problem is that (b) is not about men, but about everything: it states about every individual x that if x is a man, then x is
mortal. In other words: everything is either mortal or non-man. This
was noted by Sommers (: ) and Horn (: ). Second, there
is an enormous difference between the expression in (a) and its underlying structure (b). For example, the implication in (b) (‘if … then’)
is not expressed in (a). This was noted by Barwise and Cooper (:
) and Dik (: ). In the context of , Dik suggests to analyze
(a) as in ():
() mortalA (all xi: manN(xi ))ø
The representation in () can be paraphrased as ‘the property ‘mortal’
can be assigned to all members of the set of men’. Such an analysis is
much more straightforward than one like (b): there is no conditional
in the underlying structure.
Dik’s treatment of quantifiers follows as term operators follows proposals made by Brown (), the first to have worked out a detailed
theory of term quantification within Functional Grammar. The proposed analysis assumes that quantification operates on ensembles, which
may be either sets or masses. The elements in sets are countable; masses,
by contrast, cannot be counted, but they can be measured. Brown
proposes two functions, one to define the size of a set (a), the other
to assign a measure to a mass (b):
() a.
b.

c = n set  has n members (ie., has cardinality n)
m = n mass  has measure n

Apart from these functions, Dik introduces the function s that assigns
a size to an ensemble:
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() s = n ensemble  has size n
These distinctions are relevant, as can be seen in the following examples:
() a.
b.

John bought many books.
John bought much wine.

() a.

Jan heeft veel boeken gekocht.
John has many books bought

b.

Jan heeft veel wijn gekocht.

In English, much is a measure function defining the size of a mass; many
is a size function that defines the cardinality of a set. In Dutch, by contrast, veel ‘much/many’ is not differentiated, which prompted Dik to
call it an ensemble function. Dik (: ) defines three types of ensemble:
() a.
b.
c.

the Referent ensemble (), the ensemble referred to by a
term;
the Domain ensemble (), the ensemble from which  is
taken as a sub-ensemble;
the Universal ensemble (), the ensemble containing all the
entities that have the properties specified in the term.

Term operators can be interpreted in the discourse situation created or
maintained during communication, defined by these ensembles. Take
the following three examples:
() a.
b.
c.

I like reading books
I bought five books
I read three of the five books

  
=


(a) is a general statement and books is a generic term used to refer to
books in general. In this example, the referent ensemble equals the
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universal ensemble ( ). In (b), a subset of five books is created out
of the domain set established by the universal set  ( ). In (c)
finally, three of the five creates a referent set , a subset of the domain set
established by five books ().
The referent set will usually be a subset of the domain set, but it may
also coincide with it. This is the case in universally quantified expressions (a), and in expressions involving a definite term (b):
() a.
b.

All humans are mortal
c c
(All) the students have gone c c

On the basis of these principles, Brown defines a large number of term
operators, of which I will here give a few examples.
() a.
b.

Some girls have left
Past leaveV (ipxi: girlN)Ag

c > 

In (b), the proposed (simplified) underlying structure of (a), the
term operator i (indefinite) is defined as: the cardinality of the referent
set R (‘some girls’) is bigger than  (the ‘p’ is the plural term operator).
.. Term negation as zero quantification
Implicit in Brown’s proposal, and more worked out in Dik (fc.), is that
‘negative’ quantifiers like no can be decribed on a par with the quantifiers all, some, etc. Accordingly, (a) can be represented as in (b),
rather than as the traditional (c):
() a.
b.
c.

John bought no books
Past buyV (John)Ag (øxi: bookN)Go c ø
 Past buyV (John)Ag (ixi: bookN)Go

Under the traditional analysis (c), the term operator ‘i’ in the second
argument is the indefinite operator. To express (c) as (a), rules are
needed to fuse the  operator with the indefinite operator and express
it as no. By contrast, in (c), the term operator ø (zero) is expressed
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directly as no.
Under this analysis, (b) can be paraphrased as ‘the size of the set I
bought is empty’. By using this expression, the speaker specifies the size
of the set of books present in the domain of discourse. Dik calls this
type of quantification ‘zero quantification’, since these terms designate
the empty set.
The earliest systematic treatment of term negation was Klima (),
who gives an account of words like nothing and anything in an early version of transformational grammar. Klima’s analysis, however, has been
the accepted one within ’s siblings ,  and, to the best of my
knowledge, in the most recent versions of the generative framework.
This analysis is summarised in section ..
Within the context of , Bossuyt () worked out an analysis of
term negation that compared to a large extent with Klima’s () and
Kraak’s () analysis. More recently, Brown () developed a
theory of term quantification in , analyzing quantifiers such as nothing
and no one as so-called zero-quantified terms. The sentence in (a),
which would – in Klima’s approach – be analyzed as in (b) under a
‘fusion analysis’, is rather represented by Brown and Dik as in (c):
() a.
b.
c.

John bought no books.
 (buyV ( John)Ag (ixi: booksN)Go
buyV ( John)Ag (øxi: booksN)Go

In (b), the term operator i in the second argument is the indefinite
operator. To express (b) as (a), rules are needed to fuse the neg
operator with the indefinite operator and express it as no. By contrast,
in (c), the term operator ø (zero) is expressed directly as no.
We saw in section .. that in  quantifiers are analyzed as term
operators, an analysis which is compatible with analyses in a framework
like Generalized Quantifiers. From the  perspective, it is only a small
step to include the quantifier no in the same system, and the logical
conclusion is that terms like nothing and nobody are described in a com-
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parable way. I already hinted at this analysis in connection with example
(), which for convenience I repeat in () below.
() a.
b.

I bought no books
Past buyV (I)Ag (øxi: bookN)Go

c ø

To recapitulate, c is the cardinality function that defines the cardinality
of R, the referent set. In () the cardinality is zero, and the underlying
structure (b) can be paraphrased as ‘the set of books that I bought is
empty’.
No is thus a term quantifier representing what Dik (fc.) calls zero
quantification. No is a non-proportional quantifier; proportional quantifiers can be described analogously. Proportional quantifiers can be used
in partitive expressions such as four of the children, non-proportional
quantifiers cannot be used in that way: *no of the children. () is an
example of the representation of the (proportional) quantifier none:
() a.
b.

I bought none of the books
Past buyV (I)Ag (ø/dmxi: booksN)Go

c (  )

ø

(b) can be paraphrased as ‘the subset  of books that I bought, from
among the previously established domain set , is empty’. The slash (/)
in (b) translates as ‘of the’.
The zero quantifier analysis has two advantages over the classical
analysis outlined in section .. First, it is completely clear that the zero
quantifier is expressed as part of the term. It is therefore not necessary
to formulate placement rules. Secondly, under this analysis, zero
quantifiers are interpreted directly. This means that no recourse is
required to any decomposition rule that decomposes a negative
quantifier into a negative and an indefinite element. The need for a
non-decompositional analysis was pointed out by Ladusaw (, ).
Dik (fc.) goes on to propose that English (like many other languages)
has a number of zero quantified terms that he describes as synthetic
expressions. Here are a number of examples:
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() a.
b.
c.
d.

(ø xi: human)
(ø xi: inanim)
(ø xi: place)
(ø xi: time)



nobody/no one
nothing
nowhere
never

Similar cut-and-ready terms are set up for indefinite, interrogative,
relative and demonstrative terms, such as the ones in ():
() a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

(i xi: human)
(g xi: human)
(Q xi: human)
(R xi: human)
(prox xi: human)

someone
anyone (‘g’ stands for ‘generic’)
who (interrogative)
who (relative)
this one

Some of these cut-and-ready terms fit naturally in the typology of term
negation outlined in the introduction, and will be discussed in detail
in chapter . Examples of animate and inanimate indefinite terms could
be found in all sample languages, but place and time indefinites proved
difficult to find. Therefore only the first two types of indefinite – human
and inanimate – will be discussed at any length in the discussion of the
typology in the next chapter.
The above assumptions in regard to zero quantification as a special
case of term negation, imply that there are essentially two ways of representing term negation on a cross linguistic basis. Two relevant means
of expression are repeated in () and () below:
() a.
b.

I did not buy a/any book.
X: past neg e: buyV (I)Ag (i/gxi: bookN)Go

() a.
b.

I bought no books.
X: past e: buyV (I)Ag (øxi:bookN)Go

These are, in the words of Dik (fc.), two strategies of talking about nothing:
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Strategy a: ‘Think about any arbitrary book; I tell you that I did not
buy it.’
Strategy b: ‘Think of the set of books that I might have bought; I tell
you that that set is empty (ie. has no members).’
These same two strategies apply to the cut-and-ready terms exemplified
in (). Take the following two examples:
() a.
b.

I did not see someone/anyone.
X: past  e: seeV (I)Ag (i/gxi: human)Go

() a.
b.

I saw nobody
X: past e: seeV (I)Ag (øxi: human)Go

There are considerable formal and semantic differences between strategy a (a) and strategy b (a) – even though the  underlying representations are to an extent similar. Formally, (a) does but (a) does
not contain a negative operator; semantically, (b) is a set expression,
(b) is not. In spite of these differences, both strategies have the same
communicative value, namely to say ‘nothing’ or ‘no one’. Dik notes
that since the two strategies have the same communicative effect, one
would expect both to be used in the languages of the world. Dik refers
in this connection to Keenan’s () principle of logical variants,
which says that if the semantic difference between two constructions
is neutralized in a given context, then languages may be expected to
vary naturally between using either one or the other construction. To
what extent this is indeed so will be discussed in Chapters  and .
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Notes
. In the second part of this meaning postulate the third argument contains a
term. Note further that the term operators d (definite) and  (plural) are also
present. The third argument, then, can only be expressed as with the lips.
. I have not investigated this correlation systematically, but I know of one
other language in the sample that uses distinct negative elements for propositional and predicational negation, viz. Mandarin (Van den Berg , Ch. ;
Wiedenhof : –).
. The sample contains  languages, but on two (Ket en Mong Njua) I have
no data about negative imperatives, so the percentages pertain to a total of 
languages.
. Another piece of evidence that may be cited in this connection comes from
Dawawa, in which the honorific system is based on negation. In Dawawa, all
utterances addressed to social superiors are negatives. Thus if a social inferior
wishes to convey to a social superior the information that John is not a fool,
he will say something like ‘I don’t say that John is a fool.’ But the same utterance to a social peer will be understood as ‘John is not a fool’ (M. Knauber,
personal communication).
. A few years ago, the Cookie Monster in the Dutch version of Sesame Street
illustrated the use of the quantifiers all, some and no very lucidly. He emptied
the contents of a jar of cookies on a table and said, ‘This is all cookies.’ Then
he ate some of them and said, ‘This is some cookies.’ Finally, he ate the remainder of the cookies and, pointing to the table which was by now quite empty,
said, ‘And this is no cookies.’
. Brown (: ) uses the function c/mX to define statements that apply
to sets and masses (in Brown’s terminology, discrete and continuous sets, respectively). Dik uses an extended version of Bunt’s () notion of ‘ensemble’.

 A typology of term negation

The typological studies of negation conducted by Dahl (), Payne
() and Dryer () deal with the properties and the position of the
negative element (like not) but do not cover term negation (no-one,
nothing). Admittedly, Dahl (: ) does mention term negation in
a footnote and even suggests an impressionistic typology, but he did not
investigate the issue in detail. As I mentioned in the introduction, the
only substantial typological work actually devoted to term negation is
that of Bernini and Ramat () and Haspelmath (). Bernini and
Ramat’s typology, however, is confined to the languages of Europe;
Haspelmath’s investigation is rather biased towards Europe with  of
the forty languages in his sample from Europe. But even though
Bernini and Ramat’s and Haspelmath’s findings are based on biased
samples, when compared with the results from the sample used in this
study, they yield interesting results – this will be taken up in chapter .
The typology of term negation to be presented below is based on a
sample that covers all the world’s language families.
The sample consists of  languages selected according to the sampling
methodology developed in Rijkhoff et al. (), which will be elaborated in Chapter . For the present, all that needs to be mentioned in
regard to the sample is that it is genetically stratified. Since I knew
nothing about the cross-linguistic distribution of term negation when
I started this investigation, I reasoned that taking genetic diversity as the
basic criterion for the inclusion of languages in the sample would be
the most promising way of obtaining a maximally stratified sample, not
only genetically but also structurally.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section . outlines the five types
of term negation found in the languages of the world and provides an
overview of their distribution. The subsequent five subsections (..
through ..) illustrate and discuss each of the distinguished types with
respect to the form of indefinite marking used. To better illustrate the
coherence of each type distinguished, the relevant examples will also
be presented in their corresponding underlying structures. In section
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. the factors leading to the occurrence of multiple types of term
negation are considered. And section . deals with some additional
issues connected with the realization of indefiniteness.

. Outline of the typology
The expression of term negation in my language sample can be captured
by means of the following typology:
Type : negation at clause level – with morphological change in
term; i.e. neg plus indefinite
Type : negation at clause level – without morphological change in
term; i.e. neg plus special indefinite
Type : negation at term level; i.e. zero quantification
Type : combination of  and ; i.e. neg plus zero quantification
Type : negation above clause level; i.e. a negative existential construction
The distinction between types  and  is minor in that there is only a
morphological difference in the indefinite term. But languages make
a clear and consistent distinction between the two, and as will be shown
later in section ., languages may use both types alongside each other.
The actual realizations of each of these types will be presented in
detail in the course of the chapter. But to provide an immediate idea
of the above typological distinctions, here are examples of each type in
pseudo-English:
.
.
.
.
.

John not bought something
John not bought anything
John bought nothing
John not bought nothing
There is nothing that John bought

For the last type, the existential construction, the pseudo-English sounds
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rather strange. Nevertheless it appears to be the closest literal translation
of the examples in the relevant languages. Below this will be clarified
using a number of examples.
As for sentence types, I took into consideration only active sentences
displaying standard word order. This is relevant, for depending on eg.
voice (active vs. passive) a language may use different types of term
negation. This is elaborated section ...
The overall distribution of the five types of term negation in the sample is given in Table . The Number column gives the number of times
a type occurs and the Percent column the percentage of the total for the
figure in the Number column. Notice that the figures in the Number
column add up to , while the sample contains only  languages. This
is due to the fact that some languages use more than one type of term
negation – for that reason the percentages add up to more than %.
Table . Distribution of the types
Type






Number






Percent
.
.
.
.
.

The actual distribution of the term negation types per language is given
in Table . The five types are in the columns:  stands for type , 
for type , etc. The languages are sorted by term negation type, so that
type  languages sort at the top of the table and type  languages at the
end. The languages that use more than one type are sorted as a group
at the top of the table (the types are plotted on Map  on p. ). It can
be seen in Table  that  of the  languages use more than one type
of term negation. For expository reasons I will postpone the discussion
of the existence of multiple types to section ..
The typology captures the co-occurrence of a negation marker and
a marker of indefiniteness – that these are the two parameters of term
negation was in fact suggested by Dahl (). As will become apparent
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Table . Sample languages classified.
Language





Abkhaz
Babungo
West Greenlandic
MaÎarayi
Evenki
Chukchi
Tamazight
Arabic
Fula
Krongo
Turkana
Mandarin
Susu
Ket
Nahali
Mong Njua
Vietnamese
Kobon
Nasioi
Usan
Cree
Cahuilla
Miskito
Quechua
Tamil
Saramaccan
Yidi®
Basque
Burushaski
Indonesian
Lezgian
Mundari
Navaho
Nama
Dutch
Gilyak
Italian
Hungarian
Hixkaryana
Nadëb
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in the course of this chapter, of these two parameters the marker of
indefiniteness is the more variant. Therefore I will begin my illustration
of the established typological distinctions in relation to the items labeled
indefinite, special indefinite and zero quantification. The status and form of
the negation marker, which features in only three of the distinguished
types, will be taken up in chapter . Now let us consider the characteristics of each of the types distinguished in detail.
.. Type : neg plus indefinite
Type  is the most frequent type of term negation in the sample; it
occurs in  languages out of  (is .%). It can be exemplified in
pseudo-English by I did not see someone and I did not buy something, which
in ‘standard’ English would be expressed as ‘I saw no one’ and ‘I bought
nothing’, respectively. The indefinite pronoun in this type of term
negation is the same as the indefinite pronoun in positive sentences.
This is illustrated by the following Nasioi examples:
() Nasioi (Rausch : )
a. Nanin
nánu-i.
someone go-
‘Someone went.’
b.

Nanin
nánu-aru-i.
someone go--
‘No-one went.’

By these and similar examples, Nasioi can be unambiguously classified
as type . The underlying representations of (a-b) are given in (a-b):
() a.
b.

Decl E: X: RecPast e: nánuV (ixi: animate)Ag
Decl E: X:  RecPast e: nánuV (ixi: animate)Ag

Though most of the languages in the sample that I classified as type 
posed no problems for classification, a few proved to be less straightforward. I encountered two types of problems. The first involved the
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nature and apparent distribution of the indefinites; the second, the nature of the negative element – or elements – used in the relevant constructions.
Regarding the nature of the indefinite element, in many languages,
indefinite and interrogative pronouns are homophonous, the precise
interpretation of such a general pronoun being determined by the
context. This can be illustrated by the following examples from Mandarin Chinese.
() Mandarin Chinese (Sie Ing Djiang, pc.)
a. Zuótian ni mai shénme?
yesterday  buy what
‘What did you buy yesterday?’
b.

Zuótian ni mai shénme
ma.
yesterday  buy something 
‘Did you buy something yesterday?’

c.

Zuótian wo méi mai shénme.
yesterday   buy something
‘Yesterday I did not buy anything.’

d.

Zuótian wo mai ge dōngxi.
yesterday  buy  thing
‘I bought something yesterday.’

In (a) the pronoun shénme is interpreted as a question word, due to the
interrogative contour of the sentence. In (b), which apart from the
interrogative contour is identified as a yes-no question by the question
particle ma, shénme is interpreted as an indefinite pronoun – hence the
translation ‘something’. In (c), a negative sentence, shénme is interpreted as a general indefinite again, and in this case it corresponds to the
English anything. Note that in (d), a positive affirmative, shénme cannot
be used. Rather, in such sentences the noun dongxi ‘thing’ would be
used. These facts from Mandarin describe a fairly general situation.
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However, Mandarin has one complication, namely that there are a
number of environments in which the general indefinite can be used
in positive affirmative sentences, such as in the context of non-factive
verbs (‘think’) and in combination with uncertainty particles like le
(‘general uncertainty’) and yexu ‘perhaps’ (Li ). This is illustrated
in the following examples:
() Mandarin Chinese (Li : ,)
a. *Ta kandao shenme.
 see

‘He saw something.’
b.

Ta kandao shenme le.
 see
 
‘He saw something.’

c.

Ta yiwei wo xihuan shenme.
 think I see

‘He thinks I saw something.’

These contexts (uncertainty, negation, yes-no question) are suspicious
to anyone familiar with negative polarity, and it seems indeed to be the
case that shénme behaves like a polarity item. The most convincing
piece of evidence in favour of such an analysis is that shénme cannot be
used in a straightforward positive sentence (see a). Even though there
is no direct correspondence between the positive ‘I saw something’ and
the negative ‘I saw no one’, I have classified Mandarin as a type  language. The only other option would be to consider Mandarin as representing type . But as will become clear below, such an analysis would
be untenable on formal grounds.
The second category of languages that needs some comments is those
languages that use more than one negative element in negative sentences. Let us begin again with some examples. Two languages in which
more than one negative element is used are MaÎarayi and Chukchi.
Here is a MaÎarayi example:
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() MaÎarayi (Merlan : )
Îiñjag Îiñja
ø-niÎa-m.
½
 who- -arrive-
‘Nobody arrived.’
It is not the case that Îiñjag is used for local negation (such as negation
of an , as in Not John came, but James), and the affix -m for predication
negation: Îiñjag is used for predication negation as well. Example (),
then, contains two negative elements, something not catered for in the
proposed typology. However, there are good reasons to assume that the
affix -m is not really a negative element, but rather a more general element indicating non-factualness. For example, it is used in such environments as conditionals and sentences indicating wishful thinking,
which are clearly not negative. For this reason I will treat MaÎarayi as
containing only one negative element (Îiñjag). And the combination
with the general indefinite – which is used in positive sentences as well
– leads to the classification of MaÎarayi as type . Negation may therefore be viewed as a type of irrealis environment. Accordingly, the MaÎarayi example in () can be assigned the following underlying representation:
() Decl E: X:  e: Past arriveV (ixi: human)Ag
As shown in (), there is only one negative operator in the underlying
structure. This will be expressed as Îiñjag. The  operator qualifies
a state of affairs as non-factual, and this characteristic is expressed in
MaÎarayi by the suffix -m.
Another language that uses more than one negative element is
Chukchi, as shown in ():
() Chukchi (Bogoras )
Gŭm-na’n e’le räε’nut
e-’il-kä
ti-’nti-äεn.
-  + -give- --
‘I had not given him anything.’
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The Chukchi example in () resembles the MaÎarayi example to a large
extent: there is a negative element on the verb (even though in Chukchi
this element is discontinuous, e--kä.), and the indefinite is preceded by
another negative element, e’le. As far as I can gather from the source,
there are no reasons to assume that the verbal affix in Chukchi is anything other than negative. Thus the case for including Chukchi as type
 is less strong than that for MaÎarayi. Nevertheless I decided to classify
Chukchi as type , for two reasons. First of all, I am reluctant to expand
the typology just in order to account for the number of negative elements employed in a language as an additional typological parameter.
We shall see later on that there are languages that use even more than
two negative elements. Expanding the typology would lead to a rather
serious loss of meaningful generalization. Secondly, as I have already
pointed out – and will discuss in greater detail below – in those languages that use more than one negative element, the status of at least
one of those elements as negative is not always clear.
.. Type : neg plus special indefinite
Type  is the second most frequent type of term negation in the sample
with  cases out of  or .%. This type of term negation is semantically but not morphologically homogeneous. All special indefinite
pronouns appear to be non-referential pronouns, which in English
would correspond to ‘any’ or ‘anything’. Thus in English the distinction
between indefinite and special indefinite corresponds to the expressions
something and anything, respectively. Special indefinites are typically
derived from the indefinite pronoun by affixing the free choice element
to it. In the languages in my sample, free choice particles or pronouns
generally mean something like ‘even’ or ‘also’. This is illustrated in the
following example from Burushaski.
() Burushaski (Berger : )
Men
ka a-pái.
/  -- ( is ‘free choice’)
‘There’s nobody there.’
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In Burushaski, men is the general indefinite/interrogative word used for
animate entities. In (), men ka is interpreted as ‘nobody’ in the context
of a negative element. The situation is similar in Abkhaz:
() Abkhaz (Spruit, pc.)
AZ˚-g´ə̀
də-sə-m-ba-yt’.
-even him-I--see-
‘I saw no-one.’
Predication negation in Abkhaz is marked by the affix -m- on the verb.
The animate indefinite pronoun is aZə̀. In (), this pronoun is affixed
with -gə̀, which Spruit (pc.) translates as ‘even’ (see also Hewitt :
).
It is straightforward to analyze the indefinites in () and () as generic
terms. The underlying representation of the Burushaski example is
shown in ():
() Decl E: X:  e: {(Ø)Loc} (gxi: humanØ: {(there)}Loc)
This is the representation in  of an existential construction. The indefinite is a term predicate, which is formed by a term predicate formation rule. Note that {(Ø)Loc} will be expressed as the existential there,
and the lexical term {(there)}Loc) as the locative adverb there.
The Abkhaz example can be analyzed as follows:
() Decl E: X:  e: baV (I)Ag (gxi: human)Go
Both in Burushaski and in Abkhaz, the generic term operator g will be
expressed as the free choice element. This is handled by the expression
rules, which will also determine whether the free choice element is
realized as a free particle – as in Burushaski – or as a suffix – as in Abkhaz).
Some languages have a single root for indefinite, negative indefinite,
universal, and interrogative pronouns. In English, body could be taken
to be a root for animates, giving the related forms nobody, everybody,
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somebody and anybody – and in a jocular sense even whobody can be used
as a question word. Tamil has several roots, such as yaar- (animate) and
enke- (location). These roots are extended by suffixes to get the desired
interpretation (someone, no one, everyone, etc). In Tamil, the suffix -um
serves to form the indefinite pronoun, which, in the context of the
negative verbal morpheme -le, is interpreted as ‘nobody’. This is shown
in ().
() Tamil (Asher : )
Yaar-um vara-le.
- come-
‘Nobody came.’
But since yaar-um is also the (non-specific) indefinite pronoun in positive sentences, I classified Tamil as type . Similarly, Quechua is classified as type  rather than as type  because the indefinite pronoun is
similar in negative and positive sentences. This is illustrated by the
following examples:
()

Quechua (Cole : )
a. Pi-pash
shamu-nga.
who-even come-
‘Someone will come.’
b.

Mana pi-pash
shamu-nga-chu.
 who-even come--
‘No one will come.’ (p. )

Pi is the animate question word. The indefinite pronoun is derived
from this question word by affixing -pash to it. On the face of it, this
form compares with English anyone, but it is used in positive sentences
as well.
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.. Type : zero-quantification
Nop is perhaps the strangest of all  instructions. From the instruction’s name, you
might think that nop doesn’t do anything, and so it doesn’t! But in the sometimes
whacky world of assembly language programming, even nothing has its purposes.
(Tom Swan, Mastering Turbo Assembler, p. )

Zero quantification, type  in the typology, occurs five times in the
sample (Evenki, Dutch, MaÎarayi, Nama and Chukchi). It is illustrated
below on the basis of Dutch and Chukchi.
() Dutch
Ik ben
niemand tegengekomen.
I be: nobody encounter:
‘I did not meet anybody.’
() Chukchi (Bogoras : )
Va’nêvan ni’-tvi-nên, e’nmeč n-ayilhau’-nên.
nothing -tell- because -fear-
‘She told him nothing, because she was afraid of him.’
I define zero-quantified terms as lexical negative terms, such as English
nothing. The underlying structure of () is as in ():
() Decl E: X: Past tegenkomenV (ik)Ag (øxi: human)Go
It is interesting to see that, leaving aside theoretical issues, across languages so-called incorporated forms like niemand ‘nobody’ are often reconstructible as a negative and an indefinite in various degrees. In English,
for example, it is tempting to decompose nobody as no and body, and
nothing as no and thing. In other languages, incorporation cannot be
shown synchronically at all, such as in Italianniente ‘nothing’ and Chukchi va’nêvan. In still other languages, the situation is slightly more complicated. Take the following example from Russian:
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() Russian (Wójcik : )
Ni u kogo
 at :
‘at no one’s’
In Russian, the negative and the indefinite are written as two words
only in prepositional phrases like (). If the relevant term is not a
prepositional phrase, the indefinite is expressed morphologically as one
word. An example is nikto. (The difference between -kto and kogo is a
difference in case: the former is nominative, the latter genitive.) This
phenomenon occurs in some but not all Slavic languages: it does occur
in Russian, Serbo-Croation, Ukrainian, and Byelo-Russian, but not,
for example, in Polish and Czech.
.. Type : neg plus zero-quantification
Nul ne sait si telle prophétie se réalisera. (Le Monde, June st, )

Type ,  plus zero-quantification, occurs as the standard expression
of term negation in five languages: Arabic, Gilyak, Hungarian, Italian,
and Tamazight. In English, it can be exemplified by examples that are
sometimes labelled ‘sub-standard,’ as in I ain’t got nothing. In the Tamazight example below (), ur is the negative element and walu is the zero
term.
() Tamazight (Penchoen : )
Izayd½
la itt qra s-iγuy-an
hm(a)d½ ur
he:continue:  he:read with-noise- in:order 
as
tt gga t½fiγra walu.
to:him she:do snake nothing
‘He went on reading very loud so that the snake would not do
anything to him.’
In Italian, term negation is expressed by the negative operator non and
a zero term like niente ‘nothing’ or nessuno ‘nobody’:
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() Italian
Non ho
comprato niente.
 have: bought nothing
‘I did not buy anything.’
This type of term negation can be described as a contamination of
negation and zero-quantification. An interesting effect of the proposed
analysis of zero quantification is that the issue of double negation does
not obtain. What tends to happen when two negations occur in a single
clause is that they cancel each other out. This is the case, for example,
in not unintelligent, which is interpreted as ‘intelligent’. Under an analysis
in which () contains two negatives (non and niente), an explanation
is needed for why these two negatives do not cancel each other out. To
see that this problem does not arise in my analysis, consider the underlying representation of ():
() Decl E: X: Past  e: comprareV (I)Ag (øxi: inanimate)Go
There is only one negative in this structure, namely the  operator,
which will be expressed as non. Thus, that () is a negative sentence
follows quite naturally from the fact that niente is analyzed as a zero
quantified term.
Labov (), describing English sentences such as I ain’t got nothing,
proposed a negative concord rule, which copies the negative features
of the negative operator onto the indefinite. Thus, in Labov’s underlying structure too, there would be only one negative. But under the
analysis proposed in (), it is immediately clear that we are dealing with
a negative sentence, and we do not need any concord rule.
In different languages, ‘negative concord’ may apply to a varying
number of terms, depending on the structure of the language and its
pragmatic and morpho-syntactic properties. In some languages, such
as Hungarian, ‘negative concord’ applies to all indefinite terms:
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() Hungarian (C. de Groot, pc)
Nem volt
soha sehol
senki
se.
 be+ never nowhere nobody 
‘There was absolutely nobody there.’
The negative marker is nem. The forms soha, sehol and senki are all zero
quantified terms. Typically, all languages of type  behave like Hungarian. That is to say, in sentences containing more than one indefinite,
negative concord applies to all indefinites. By contrast, in languages of
type , only one indefinite is a zero-term, any other indefinites are
‘normal’ indefinites. This difference can explicated on the basis of
English. Standard English (a) would classify as type , non-standard
English (b) as type :
() a.
b.

I’ve never seen anybody do anything right.
I’ve never seen nobody do nothing right.

For the purpose of the present typology I have not distinguished between languages in which a negative concord rule applies to one, two,
or more terms: a language is classified as type  when there is negative
concord in at least one term. This seems reasonable in view of the fact
that negative concord may apply to other words in a sentence than
indefinite pronouns. A rather extreme case of negative concord is found
in Nungubuyu (not a sample language), in which it applies to all relevant words. In negative clauses every word in the clause is indexed by
a negative element. Thus (b) is the negative counterpart of (a).
() Nunggubuyu (Heath : )
a-mada-waj.
a. Arjambal ÎaÎgu-na-ny agalgi
kangeroo it-saw-me yesterday in-the-grass
‘A kangeroo saw me in the grass yesterday.’
b. Wa:ri ana:-’rjambal ÎambaÎgu-na-ni ana:-’galgi
 -kangeroo +saw-it-me -yesterday
ana:-mada-waj.
+in-the-grass
‘A/The kangeroo did not see me in the grass yesterday.’
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Heath calls this phenomenon neg-indexing and he explains it as follows:
since there are hardly any sentence boundaries in Nunggubuyu, the
scope of  must be explicitely marked on all elements under the
scope of negation. In Nungubuyu then, a negative sentence is identified
by the words marked with the negative concord marker.
Finally, it must be repeated that in classifying a language as belonging
to one of the five types embraced by the proposed typology, I took into
consideration only active sentences displaying standard word order. This
is important, since a language might be classified into different categories
depending on the sentence structure. Take the following Italian examples:
()

Italian
Non ho
comprato
 have: buy:
‘I didn’t buy anything.’
b. Niente è
stato
nothing be: be:
‘Nothing was bought.’
a.

niente.
nothing
comprato.
buy:

On the basis of examples like (a), I classified Italian as type . Strictly
speaking, examples like (b) classify as type . It is possible to add non
to (b), but that leads to a double negation interpretation:
() Niente non è stato comprato.
‘Nothing was not bought.’
Not all languages of type  behave like Italian. In French for example,
the predication negative marker ne is present irrespective whether the
zero term is fronted or not:
()
a.

French
Je n’ai
rien
vu.
 :have: nothing see:
‘I didn’t see anything.’
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Personne n’arrivait.
nobody :arrive:
‘Nobody arrived.’

In many languages, it appears to be the case that patterns such as (a)
are historically more stable than the one in (b). For example, in
French the negative ne can be left out, but only when the indefinite
follows ne. When the indefinite is preposed or when the Subject is
indefinite (as in b), ne must be used:
() a. *Personne arrivait.
b. Rien ne va plus.
c. *Rien va plus.
That patterns such as (a) seem to be more stable than those in (b)
can also be shown by data from Russian and Spanish. In Russian, when
a zero term precedes the verb, the predication operator ne is still expressed – see (a). In older forms of Russian, however, it was left out
(Payne ). Thus, (b) was well formed in older Russian but is
unacceptable in modern Russian.
() Russian (Payne : )
a. Nikto ne prišël.
nobody  came
‘Nobody came.’
b. *Nikto prišël.
In Spanish we find the reverse situation. When a zero term preceded
the verb in older Spanish, the negation operator no was expressed; in
modern Spanish, by contrast, the negation operator is omitted (García
). Thus, modern Spanish and old Russian pattern like Italian. It is
for these reasons that I took into consideration only sentences displaying
active standard word order. There is also a practical reason for doing
so: in most language descriptions the interaction between zero terms
and negative operators in different sentence structures is not discussed
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at all. And only in a handful of cases do we know something about older
stages of a language.
.. Type : Existential construction
A British civil servant stated that  does not officially exist and that since recently,
the existence of  cannot officially be denied.  Handelsblad April th, .

Type , ‘existential construction’, occurs  times (.%) in the sample.
There are only two languages in the sample, Nadëb and Hixkaryana,
which use this strategy as the primary (and indeed, the only) strategy.
The other languages (Fula, Krongo, Mandarin, Tamazight and Turkana)
use it as a secondary strategy. In effect, then, the existential construction
is relatively rare. Note that Hixkaryana and Nadëb are both Amerindian
languages spoken in the North East of South America and that both are
claimed to have  order. The first two examples are from Nadëb.
() Nadëb (Weir : )
Dooh ha-wõh
péh.
 -eat+ 
‘No one is eating.’ (Lit. ‘One who is eating (non-referential) is
something non-existent.’)
() Dooh Subih a-wõh
péh.
 Subih -eat+ 
‘Subih isn’t eating anything.’ (Lit. ‘What Subih is eating is something non-existent.’)
Weir (: ) analyses dooh as a nominal element. She mentions that,
historically, it appears to be the nominalization of the root of the verb
ba-doh ‘be non-existent’. Dooh is the predicate; the complements of the
predicate are non-finite headless relatives. Note incidentally that there
are no words for ‘nothing’ or ‘something’ in Nadëb. In (), ha- is the
Subject relativizing prefix, and péh indicates that the Subject is nonreferential (péh is not an indefinite pronoun).
The underlying structure of the Nadëb examples is very different from
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the structures we have seen so far. Constructions like () and () are
non-verbal predications, and () can be analyzed like other non-verbal
predications in . For example, the underlying structure of (a) is
traditionally given as in (b):
() a.
b.

This book is nice.
Decl E: X: Pres e: niceA (this book)⁄

It is easy to see that the underlying structure of () resembles to a large
extent the structure in (b). Since a suitable paraphrase of () is ‘who
is eating is not’, the following underlying structure seems to be an
appropriate representation for such cases:
() Decl E: X: Pres e: dooh (‘who eat’)
The other language in the sample that uses existential constructions to
express term negation is Hixkaryana. But before going into term negation in Hixkaryana, it will be helpful to first illustrate sentence negation.
In Hixkaryana, the negative morpheme is a derivational affix that transforms the verb into an adverbial, which then functions as the complement of the copula. In negative sentences verbal inflectional affixes
(tense, number, aspect, mood) and the Subject person marker are expressed on the copula (b). With transitive stems, the Object pronoun
is prefixed to the negative adverbial. Below is an example of a positive
sentence and its negative counterpart:
() Hixkaryana (Derbyshire : )
a. Ké-amryeké-no.
-hunt-
‘I went hunting.’
b.

Amryeké-héra w-ah-ko.
hunt-
--
‘I did not go hunting.’ (Lit. ‘Not-hunting I was.’)
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The underlying structure of (a) can be given as follows:
() Decl E: X: ImmPast e: amryekéV (I)Ag
The underlying structure of (b) on the other hand, will be quite
different. In , derivation is typically handled by predicate formation
rules, which are lexical rules used to derive one predicate from another.
Since in Hixkaryana negatives are derived adverbials, we first have to
derive the negative adverbial by means of a predicate formation rule.
This rule may be formulated as follows:
() Negative predicate formation
xV  x-héraAdv
In () x stands for any verbal root. If the input is amryeké, the output
is amryeké-héra and this derived predicate is used in the underlying structure of (b), which is given in ():
() Decl E: X: ImmPast e: amryeké -héraA (I)Ag
The copula ah is inserted by the copula support rule (see Dik : ).
The above examples from Hixkaryana do not involve term negation,
but serve to illustrate the way sentence negation is achieved. In sentences expressing term negation, the same predicate formation rule is
used. Such sentences are, however, slightly more complicated. Example
() illustrates how term negation is expressed:
() Hixkaryana (Derbyshire : )
Exe-héra natxhe étoxemo
komo.
- they:are ones:that:went 
‘No one went/None of them went.’
A very literal translation of () would be ‘the ones who went are not’,
which suggests an underlying structure as in ():
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() Decl E: X: ImmPast e: exe-héraA (étioxemo)Ag
First, the copula undergoes the rule of negative predicate formation;
this derived copula is used in the underlying structure in (). Interestingly, the structure in () is non-verbal: the copula is incorporated in
a derived adverbial form (exe-héra). In the expression of (), copula
support is applied, introducing the form natxhe.

. Multiple types
As shown in Table  (in section .)  of the  languages in the sample
use more than one type of term negation. What is remarkable is that
all  of these languages use type  as the primary term negation strategy. Why should languages with type  term negation use alternative
term negation strategies? One possible explanation is that in such languages it may be problematic to express indefinites under negation. For
example, if a language expresses I bought nothing as ‘I did not buy something’, then it is difficult in that language to distinguish the specific from
the non-specific indefinite, in other words, to differentiate ‘I did not
buy anything’ and ‘I did not buy (a particular) something’. One would
expect that in order to resolve this problem, of the four remaining types
that could be chosen as an alternative, type  – existential – would be
chosen. And it turns out that type  is the most frequent alternative
(types  and  are used by three languages, type  by two and type  by
five languages). Thus, type  languages tend to use ‘there is not something that I bought’ as an alternative expression. As I suggested above,
this is probably due to the fact that indefiniteness under negation is more
easy to process in an existential sentence than in a non-existential one.
(It is likely that more type  languages than the twelve identified here
use alternative strategies, but I could not establish this due to insufficient
data.)
While the expression of the distinction between specific and nonspecific indefinites may underlie the occurrence of multiple types of
term negation in some languages, it is unlikely to be the sole factor. The
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nature of the factors leading to the co-existence of several forms of term
negation in a language and the differences between the existing forms
are by no means clear. For most of the sampled languages there are no
historical records or sociolinguistic data, which precludes any systematic
study of this issue. Therefore one can only speculate as to the origins
and status of the co-existing forms. The following sources of variation
suggest themselves:
•
•
•
•
•

semantic differences;
dialectical or sociolinguistic differences;
historical developments;
free variants;
contact situations.

That these factors indeed underlie the presence of more than one type
of term negation is evinced by the situation manifest in several of the
well-described Indo-European languages. Let us first consider each of
the above sources of variation in the context of these languages and then
proceed to examine a few similar cases in point from among the languages in the sample.
Among the sample languages, all languages that manifest more than
one type of term negation are type  languages. But English documents
the fact that this need not always be the case: it uses types  and  and,
potentially, , as in (a), (b) and (c), respectively.
() a.
b.
c.

I did not buy anything.
I bought nothing.
I did not buy nothing.

(c) is generally regarded as sub-standard or colloquial. It is therefore
fair to say that this type is characteristic of a particular dialect or
sociolect, and I assume that speakers who use type (c) will not normally use types (a) or (b). Types (a) and (b) on the other hand,
are used interchangeably in the same dialect. Bolinger (: ; cited
in Tottie : ) claims that the choice for either (a) or (b) re-
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flects the speaker’s attitude to what he is saying. Thus, according to
Bolinger, a speaker who uses (b) is more certain of his negation than
a speaker who uses (a). Another difference is pointed out by Tottie
(: -). On the basis of corpus research Tottie concludes that
(a) is used more in colloquial styles (spoken language and written
narrative), and (b) is more characteristic of literary styles. A proper
classification of English would therefore classify some dialects as type
, and other dialects as both type  and type . The variation in the
dialect of English that uses (a) and (b) can therefore be called a
register variation – the spoken versus the written register. Naturally, this
kind of variation will be found only in languages with a written tradition.
In Dutch the following constructions mean exactly the same:
()

Dutch
Daar hebben we nooit problemen mee.
there have
we never problems with
‘We never have any problems with that.’
b. Daar hebben we nooit geen problemen mee.
a.

The construction in (a) is typical of the standard language, the one
in (b) of certain sociolects and/or regional dialects. These two constructions exist side by side and to my knowledge there is no evidence
of linguistic change. The variation in Dutch is most likely due to regional variation. Whether Dutch should be classified as using two types
is not very clear, since double negation is possible only with nooit
‘never’, and not with the standard negative element niet ‘not’. Since a
negative adverbial is used rather than the negative particle, I decided
to classify Dutch as using exclusively type .
By contrast, in French and Italian, two types exist side by side, and
it has been suggested that in these languages one can indeed speak of
linguistic change. In standard literary French the predication operator
ne is used in negative sentences, while in spoken French it is usually left
out (French is not included in the sample); the following examples
illustrate:
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()
a.

b.

French
Il n’a
vu personne.
he :has seen nobody
‘He did not see anybody.’
Il a vu personne.
‘He did not see anybody.’

Ashby () sees this difference between spoken and literary French
as a matter of linguistic change (in progress) rather than as a stylistic
difference or a difference in register. On the basis of this observation
we may say that French – or rather, this French lect – is reanalyzing
from type  to type  (indeed, Bernini and Ramat :  classify
French as what I would call type ). The standard explanation is that
in French, terms like pas, personne, rien, jamais, etc. are being reinterpreted as inherently negative, ie. as negative even when not used in the
context of ne. There are in fact several environments in which ne cannot
be used in the context of an indefinite. The following exchange illustrates this.
() a:

Tu as
vu quelqu’un?
you have seen someone
‘Did you see someone?’
b: Non, personne. (*ne personne)
‘No, no one.’

In (b), including ne leads to an ungrammatical sentence in all dialects.
As for Italian, Bernini and Ramat (), citing Molinelli (), note
that in the spoken language in the North the negative operator non is
frequently omitted. Thus, rather than the standard language example
in (a), (b) will be used:
()

Italian
a. Ma non c’era
niente da fare.
but  there:was nothing to do
‘But there was nothing to do.’
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Ma c’era niente da fare.

Apparently non is omitted in the context of niente ‘nothing’ more frequently than in the context of other zero terms such as nessuno ‘nobody’
and mai ‘never’. The omission of non seems to occur frequently in Swiss
Italian as well. Ashby noted that in French ne is omitted in the context
of pas more frequently than in the context of other elements. This and
the Italian evidence suggests that the reanalysis may start in the context
of one element (niente in Italian, pas in French) and then spread to
other elements. Assuming that this variation involves a linguistic change,
we may say that the Northern dialects and Swiss Italian, like French,
are reanalyzing from type  to type .
In the light of the above considerations, the picture that emerges is
that different types of term negation in a language can often be shown
to belong to different dialects or sociolects or regional variants. If this
is the case, the classification of a language as a multi-type one may not
be entirely correct. Even in Italian and French, in which the use of
several types may be attributed to linguistic change, it is unlikely that
speakers actually use two types interchangeably, unless it is to achieve
some special effect. A poet, for example, may exploit the existence of
different types for rhythmical purposes. We see this, for example, in the
work of Chaucer, who wrote in a time when English was gradually
reanalyzing from type  to type . His work shows a wealth of ‘typical’
examples. As an illustration of the many examples of the use of the two
forms of term negation by Chaucer, consider the following passage from
The Book of the Duchess (Robinson : , ll. -):
() I have so many an ydel thoght,
Purely for defaute of slep,
That, by my trouthe, I take no kep
Of nothing, how hyt cometh or gooth,
Ne me nys nothyng leef nor looth.
Especially the last line is of interest. Literally it says ‘not to me not-is
nothing pleasant nor unpleasant.’ (Nys is a verb form in which the
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negation has been incorporated.)
Keeping the above observations in mind, let us now consider some
of the multiple types of term negation in other languages in the sample.
Whereas in European languages types ,  and  or types  and  may
co-occur, recall that among non-European languages the use of more
than one type of term negation involves one or more alternatives to
type . I was able to obtain information on the use of the co-occurrence
type of term negation only for two of the non-Indo-European languages
in the sample, viz. Abkhaz and MaÎarayi. Abkhaz is classified as type
 and type , given examples such as (a) and (b):
() Abkhaz (A. Spruit, pc)
a. AZ˚+g´ə̀
də-sə-m-ba-yt’
+even him-I--see-
‘I saw no-one.’
b.

AZ˚
də-sə-m-ba-yt’
 him-I--see-
‘I saw no-one.’

According to Spruit (a) and (b) are equivalent. There appears to
be only a difference in frequency. Spruit’s guess is that (a) – type  –
is about ten times as frequent as type  and on the basis of this difference
in frequency I suggest that Abkaz uses type  term negation as the
primary strategy and type  as a secondary one.
I classified MaÎarayi as type  and . Recall that in MaÎaraji, two
negative particles are used: d½ ayi and Îiñjag. Dayi
½
is used in the present
and past time reference, while Îiñjag expresses non-past negation (indef½ is also used as an interjecinite future, impossibility and inability). Dayi
tion (‘no’). Here are two examples of term negation:
() MaÎarayi (Merlan : )
Îiñjag ÎiñjaÎ-gi+na Îa-yiri+wa-ya-b.
 - /-see--
‘I didn’t see anybody.’
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On the basis of this example and similar ones I classified MaÎarayi as
type . The classification as type  comes from other examples. There
are two special words, Îayagji, which means ‘none’, and Îayagji+wa,
which means ‘nothing’. Compare the following examples:
() MaÎarayi (Merlan : )
Dayi
½
Îa-mi-Îga-b
Îayagji-wa.
 /-get-- nothing
‘I did not get anything.’
The underlying structure of () can be given as in ():
() Decl E: X: neg e: ÎgaV (I)Ag (øxi: inanimate)Go
Dayi,
½
the negative element, is the expression of the negative operator
neg. As for -b, the element glossed in () as ‘past neg’, I noted above
that this is better analyzed as a marker of non-factualness – more on this
in chapter . This and the general nature of the negative element in
the typology of term negation will be taken up in the next chapter.
If we take into account the alternative form of term negation motivated by dialectical or sociolectical variation in the European languages
mentioned and the alternative types found in the languages in the
sample, it appears that the only types that do not co-occur within languages are types  and ,  and  and  and . The non-occurrence of
these types follows in part from the explanation I advanced for the fact
that type  tends to co-occur with type . Whereas in type  languages
an existential form of term negation provides the possibility of distinguishing specific from non-specific indefinites, in type ,  and  languages no such need arises since all of these languages have specific
indefinite pronouns such as something, in addition to the non-specific
anything or nothing. While I do not want to suggest that I ascribe to the
view that languages develop specific grammatical forms because they
need them, it seems not too far-fetched to assume that languages may
extend the use of already existing forms or constructions to achieve
specific communicative effects.
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. Indefiniteness
We thought about all of their suggestions carefully, even though we decided not to implement some of them.
(Pullum and Ladusaw, Phonetic Symbol Guide, p. xii.)

As discussed above, in type  languages we decided not to implement some
of them would be interpreted as ‘we decided not to implement any of
them’. In other words, these languages cannot distinguish specific and
non-specific indefinites the way languages such as English can. But one
would expect that type  languages are able to express a non-specific
indefinite under negation using some other expression, and it is therefore interesting to investigate whether they do and if so, how they do
it.
I have not been able to find pertinent data for all the languages concerned, but the data that are available suggest that languages use different
strategies to express this difference. Some of the strategies used are presented below.
The first examples are from Usan, in which the difference between
specific and non-specific is made by means of intonational variation:
() Usan (Reesink : )
a. Ye umo is-ub
mi
ger me bai-au.
I down descend- thing one not take-
‘I went down but I did not get anything.’
b. Ye umo is-ub
mi
 me bai-au.
I down descend- thing one not take-
‘I went down but I did not get something.’ (pc.)
In (a), the sentence with the ‘normal’ intonation pattern, ger ‘one’ is
interpreted as a non-specific; by contrast, in (b) ger is stressed and is
interpreted as a specific indefinite.
In Evenki, the difference between specific and non-specific indefinites
is expressed by the use of different enclitics: -dA for non-specific
indefinites and -vAl for specific indefinites (‘A’ represents a vowel variable whose value is determined by vowel harmony).
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() Evenki (I. Nedyalkov pc.)
a. NuÎan ēkun-ma:da
e-vki
sā-re.
he
anything-+ - know-
‘He does not know anything.’
b.

Îi-vel
e-che-n
eme-re.
- -- come-
‘Someone did not come.’ (pc.)

In Indonesian the difference between specific and non-specific negation
is signalled by using different negative elements. There are two negative
elements in Indonesian. Bukan is used in non-verbal sentences, and tak/
tidak in verbal sentences. Additionally, to express non-specific negation,
the indefinite word is followed by the concessive particle pun.
() a.

b.

Indonesian (Kaswanti : )
Tak seorang pun datang.
   come
‘Nobody came.’
Dia bukan seorang yang sesuai untuk pekerjaan
he  someone  suitable for
work
seperti itu.
like
that
‘He is not someone who is suitable for such a job.’

Thus, the verbal negative tak, in combination with the indefinite and
the concessive particle, is used to express non-specific negation. Specific
negation is expressed using the non-verbal negatorbukan and the indefinite pronoun.
In other languages, yet other strategies are used. A general strategy
to express a specific indefinite under negation appears to be the use of
an existential construction ( of the  languages use this as an alternative). Such examples usually take the form ‘there is something that I did
not buy’. In the following examples from Fula, two constructions are
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shown. On the basis of the examples in Arnott (), (a) seems to
be the normal strategy to express term negation, while the construction
in (b) seems to be typical for expressing a specific indefinite under
negation. Example (a) can be paraphrased as ‘not exists, whose name
I don’t know’.
() Fula (Arnott : )
a. Walaa mo mi-’annd-aa
’innde muuä ʔum.
-  -know- name his
‘There is no one whose name I don’t know.’
b.

Ndaa goääo mo sood-áayi nagge.

some  buy- cow
‘There is someone who has not bought a cow.’ ()

The distinction between negation of specific and non-specific is also
made in English. But although a sentence like I didn’t buy (a particular)
something is acceptable in English, it seems not to be a preferred strategy.
Givón (: f ) pointed out that English examples such as I did not
buy something are extremely rare, and it may well be the case that, crosslinguistically, such expressions are also uncommon. From the languages
in the sample it may, however, be concluded that on the whole, languages appear to have different strategies to express specificity under
negation. In fact, even English seems to prefer existential constructions.
For example: there was something I did not buy will (according to Givón)
be preferred to I did not buy something.
The fact that existentials are preferred over non-existentials can be
explained on the grounds of scope: in an existential, the negative cannot
have scope over the indefinite in the matrix clause. For example, in the
Fula example in (b), the negative -áayi does not have scope over
goääo, thus blocking an interpretation of goääo as a negative indefinite.
Existentials are therefore non-ambiguous and appear easier to interpret.
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Notes
. Haspelmath in fact uses two samples, one with forty languages, the other
with . The larger sample is used to investigate few superficial parameters
(much width, little depth), the smaller one to study the parameters in more
detail (little width, much depth). The smaller sample – from which the bulk
of his conclusions are drawn – is the biased one. The larger sample is genetically and geographically unbiased.
. Haspelmath () distinguishes generic based indefinite pronouns from
interrogative based indefinite pronouns. Generic based pronouns are those that
derive from the words for ‘man’ or ‘person’ (as in English somebody); interrogative based pronouns are based on the interrogative pronouns, such as English
somewhere. I have not made this distinction because for many languages it is not
clear what the indefinite pronouns are based on. In some grammars the source
of the indefinite pronoun is listed, but in most cases the grammars just list the
indefinite pronouns. That the indefinite in a language may be different from
the interrogative is not good enough evidence that the indefinite should be
generic based. Anyway, this distinction is not relevant for my purposes, since
I am interested in how the indefinite in positive sentences relates to those in
negative sentences; the source of the pronoun is therefore not an issue here.
. Negative polarity items are items that can be used only in negative sentences.
Lift a finger is an example:
(ii)

a. He did not lift a finger to help.
b. *He lifted a finger to help.

The class of polarity items is a mixed bag, including complete expressions (such
as lift a finger, a verb plus an object), verbs (budge), adverbs (until, ever) and s
(a red cent). It is generally understood nowadays that negative polarity items may
occur not only in negative sentences, but als in a number of other environments, such as yes-no questions, conditional clauses, and inherent negatives
such as refuse and be surprised at. These environments are known as polarity environments (see for example Ladusaw , Zwarts , Kahrel , Van
der Wouden ).
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. A possible source for free choice pronouns is Focus particles. See König
(: f ) for an analysis of free choice pronouns and the relation between
them and Focus particles.
. In Burushaski, like in many other languages, indefinite and interrogative pronouns are homophonous. The interpretation of such a pronoun as interrogative
or indefinite is determined by the intonation of the clause in which it occurs:
thus, with a typical interrogative intonation the indefinite is interpreted as an
interrogative pronoun, and with a ‘normal, declarative’ intonation as an indefinite.
. I give the English example here only to illustrate the point. I am not claiming
that there was in fact a root ‘body’ in English.
. In Italian, nessuno ‘nobody’ historically derives from ne ipse unus ‘ self
one’ (Elcock : ). Elcock mentions that the derivation of niente is disputed. See also Lehmann (: –).
. In Bernini and Ramat’s () sample of European languages, there are 
type  languages. In seven of these, the negative marker is not expressed when
it is preceded by a zero quantified term. Six of these languages (Italian, Friulian,
Sardinian, Spanish, Catalan, Portuguese) are Romance languages, the seventh
is Albanian, which constitutes a group on its own. The Slavic languages all display the patterning illustrated for Russian.
. Natxhe is the copula inflected for third person plural. I have no gloss for it.
. For further details on negative indefinites in Romance languages, see among
others Tesnière (), Schwegler (), Posner (), Von Bremen (),
Zanuttini ().
. Note that there is a difference between, on the one hand, pas and on the
other hand terms such as personne, rien, etc. The latter fulfil a function in the
clause such as Subject or Object, while pas was introduced as an element to
reinforce the negative ne. In time, pas took over the negative force, after which
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ne began to disappear. Eventually, the omission of ne was generalized to other
negative constructions such as ne…personne. I am not suggesting, then, that pas
and niente are in any way similar. They are only similar in that they are the
starting point for the omission of the negative.
. Îiñjag is also used in antonymic expressions: Îiñjag + ‘one’ means ‘many’;
Îiñjag + ‘close’ means ‘far’:
(iii)

MaÎarayi (Merlan : )
Îiñjag na-wumbawa wula-ni na-bugbugbug.
 -one
-sit -old+person
‘Not one old person was camping.’ (i.e. there were many)

. An interesting use of Îayagji-wa is its use in positive sentences:
(iv)

MaÎarayi (Merlan : )
Gurawgurawg
Îayagji-wa ø-nidba-½
½
ri
Channel Bill Cuckoo nothing
/-have-
ø-mangi ø-daymingan.
½
-song -sacred
‘Channel Bill Cuckoo had nothing (i.e. unimportant) sacred songs’

This parallels Dutch sentences like the following:
(v)

Dit is een boek van niks.
this is a
book of nothing
‘This is a lousy book.’

.  stands for ‘fixed form of the lexical verb’. In negative sentences, the
inflectional affixes are attached to the negative copula (e-) in () and the lexical
verb is expressed in the non-finite form.

 The negative element

In three of the four types comprising the typology of term negation,
term negation is expressed by the combination of a negative element
and an indefinite term or a zero quantified term. The indefinite and zero
quantified terms were discussed in detail in the previous chapter. Now
I will turn to a description of what is designated by . For convenience’s sake I repeat the typology here:
•
•
•
•
•

Type :  plus indefinite
Type :  plus special indefinite
Type : zero quantification
Type :  plus zero quantification
Type : existential construction

The form of the negative element, like the form of the indefinites discussed in the previous chapter, varies considerably across languages.
Two types of variation may be discerned. The first involves the syntactic
status of what is labelled . The  may be a particle (as in English),
an affix, a negative verb, or an element with strong nominal characteristics (as in Nadëb, Evenki and Navaho). Within this type, we need to
distinguish two cases. The first case is constituted by those languages
that, even if they have different negative elements, use only one of these
in the expression of term negation. And the second subtype is constituted by those languages that use different negative elements in the expression of term negation.
The second parameter of variation concerns the number of negative
elements used in the expression of term negation. For example, in standard English, only one element is used (nobody, never); in French, two,
for instance the negatives ne and rien (to express ‘nothing’) or ne and
personne (to express ‘nobody’). In languages which appear to utilize more
than one negative element in term negation, it is furthermore necessary
to consider to what extent the relevant elements are indeed negative.
For instance, what is commonly interpreted as a negative element in
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some languages is in fact better analyzed as a more general marker of
non-factualness used in such syntactic environments as yes-no questions,
conditionals and imperatives. This will be elaborated in section .. By
contrast, in other languages all the negative elements in question are
unambiguously negative. In sum, the parameters of variation are as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the syntactic status of 
no alternatives in the language
language uses alternatives
the number of elements
negative is used only in negative sentences
negative is used in other environments as well

Table  gives an overview of the functions of the different negative
elements in each language. The numbers in the cells tabulate which
functions are distinguished by different negative elements. For example,
in Arabic two distinct negative elements are used, one in perfective and
the other in non-perfective environments. And in Cree four distinct
elements are used: in imperative/non-imperative sentences, verbal/
existential sentences, assertive/non-assertive sentences, main clauses and
dependent clauses (Stark ). The categories in the columns are sorted by decreasing frequency. Thus, the distinction imperative/nonimperative in the first column is the most frequent distinction and the
last four colomns the least frequent. The languages in parenthesis have
just one negative element; they are included for completeness’ sake
only.

. The categorial status of 
The negative elements encountered in cross-linguistic realizations of
term negation, both in the actual sample and in other languages that I
have investigated, may be analyzed in terms of categorial status as follows:
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(Abkhaz)
Arabic
Babungo
(Basque)
Burushaski
(Cahuilla)
Chukchi
Cree
Dutch
Evenki
Fula
Gilyak
Hixkaryana
Hungarian
Indonesian
(Italian)
(Ket)
Kobon
Krongo
Mandarin
Ma arayi
Miskito
(Mong Njua)
Mundari
Nadëb
Nahali
Nama
Nasioi
Navaho
Quechua
(Saramaccan)
Susu
(Tamazight)
Tamil
Turkana
Usan
(Vietnamese)
(West Greenlandic)
Yidi®

Exclamative

Subjunctive

Perf/Imperf

Ass/Non-Ass

Dep/Indep

Pres

Past

Future

V/Non-V

V/Existential

Imp/Non-imp

Table . Function of negative elements per language
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The negative element

• Verbal negation
• (verbal) particle
• verbal affix/infix
• adverb
• The negative element is a negative existential.
In many cases it is difficult to distinguish particles from affixes. Dahl
(), in dealing with negative elements, discusses at length the intricacies of the particle/affix distinction. In general, I have followed the
classification used in the source if there were no reasons to do otherwise.
If there was no mention of the grammatical status of the negative element, I followed Dahl’s criteria as far as they applied. The basic criterion
suggested by Dahl is: if an element is written and/or pronounced as a
separate unit, it is a particle; if an element clearly forms part of another
unit (a verb, for example), then the element is classified as an affix. In
the case of most of the languages in the sample, the distinction between
particle and affix proved not to be particularly problematic.
Particle negation is the type of negation found in most European
languages, although it is by no means unique to this group. The following Italian example, with the negative particle non, may serve as an illustration.
() Italian
Non ho
comprato niente.
 have: bought nothing
‘I bought nothing.’
The second possibility, a verbal affix, can be illustrated with the following examples from Kobon and Fula. In Kobon, the negative -ag is
suffixed to the verb (ar); the person suffix öp is then added:
() Kobon (Davies : )
B» ap
ar-ag-öp.
man  go--
‘No one went.’
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In Fula the negative is a suffix:
() Fula (Arnott : )
Tò ’a-wadd-áayi
sheede,
if -bring- money
’a-heâ-átaa
ko
nyaam-aa.
-get- thing eat
‘If you haven’t brought any money, you won’t get anything to eat.’
The third possibility, an adverb, appears to be the least common. Apparently it is to be found in Piedmontese. As argued by Zanuttini (:
f ), in standard Italian the negation is a particle, but in Piedmontese
it should be analyzed as an adverb. It may be the case that dialects of the
same language distinguish between negative particles and negative
quantificational adverbs. For example, Zanuttini (: f ) argues
that non in standard Italian is a particle but that in Piedmontese the
negator nen should be analyzed as an adverb.
The last possibility, an existential predicate, can be illustrated by an
example from Nadëb. I noted in the previous chapter that this type is
very rare: only Hixkaryana and Nadëb use it.
() Nadëb (Weir )
Dooh ha-wõh
péh.
 -+ 
‘No one is eating.’
(Lit. ‘One who is eating is non-existent.’)
Although in most cases sentences with a negative particle and an
existential negative yield syntactically different structures, there are nevertheless good reasons for combining the two into one  type. My
motivation for doing so is based on the scenario of linguistic change
suggested by Croft (), which involves the cyclic change in languages of negative elements. I will dub this process Croft’s cycle. In this
cycle, Croft distinguishes three types of languages: ,  and :
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A:

Neg Verb
Neg Ex

B:

Neg Verb
NegEx [ Neg]

C:

Neg Verb
NegEx [=Neg]

Figure . Croft’s types

Croft’s types, depicted in Figure , have the following characteristics:
. In type  languages a negative existential is expressed by a positive
existential and a verbal negator (such as in English there is not).
. In type  languages there is a special negative existential predicate,
which is distinct from the verbal negator.
. In type  languages there is a special negative existential predicate,
which is identical to the verbal negator. In other words, these
languages use the same negative element in existential and nonexistential constructions.
Croft suggests that the process of language change takes the form of a
cycle in which  > ,  > , and  > . This cycle, according to Croft,
may also be evinced in synchronic variation within a language. Thus
a language may have types  and ,  and , or  and , but significantly, not all all three , , and . Thus, starting from stage , in which
negative existential is expressed by the negated positive existential, a
special negative existential form arises ( > ). This negative existential
is then used as a verbal negator ( > ), and is then supplemented by
the positive existential predicate in its existential function, restoring a
regular negative + existential construction ( > ). Croft gives ample
support for his theory using data from a wide array of languages.
In my sample there are some languages in which the item labelled
in the typology of term negation can be expressed in two ways: either
as a verbal negator or as a negative existential verb. Such is the case in
Krongo, as is shown in ()
() Krongo (Reh : )
ÁÎ Î-áa
káaw ámà
é.
 :- man :reply 
‘Nobody answers.’

The categorial status of 



() ®-´ttà
Î-àtúná
:- -:find:
®áamà m-áakù-rì.
thing -3:eat-
‘He found nothing to eat.’ ()
In () the discontinuous negation particle aÎ ... é is used, while in ()
we find the negative existential íttà. The two negation types can be used
interchangeably, which is illustrated in the following two examples:
()
a.

b.

Krongo (Reh : )
ÁÎ Î-àtúná
súlì é.
 :-:find: eggs 
‘He did not find any eggs.’
®-´ttà
Î-àtúná
súlì.
:- :-:find: eggs
‘He did not find any eggs.’ ()

If both my interpretation of Croft’s hypothesis and the Krongo data
are correct, then (a) represents an ‘original’ state and (b) is the upstart.
It would seem then that in terms of Croft’s cycle Krongo is changing
(or has changed) from type  to type . In view of this I have not distinguished (a) and (b) in terms of the typology. Since the categorial status
of the negative element is not always clear, and it is susceptible to
change within a language, I have not taken categorial status as a primary
typological parameter.
As additional illustration of the fact that negative elements may derive
from a wide array of sources, I cite here an instance of a negative element derived from a verb. The example is from Takelma, in which two
negative elements are used, a’nı̄ ε in the aorist and inferential modes,
and wede in non-aorist modes. The negative particle wede is phonologically identical to the lexical verb wede ‘remove’. Sapir (: ),
suggests that the origin of the negative future and the negative imperative lies in periphrastic constructions like ‘Remove (the thought) that
he goes’.
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() Takelma (Sapir : )
Wede yana’-k’.
 go-
‘He will not go.’

. Multiple particle negatives
The determination of the number of negative elements that a language
uses to express negation in general, and term negation in particular, is
relevant in connection with the types in the typology that involve the
negative element, viz. types ,  and . They are repeated here for convenience:
.  plus indefinite
.  plus special indefinite
.  plus zero quantification
Several languages can be classified unambiguously as belonging to one
of the types in the typology. Susu, for example, belongs to type , since
in the expression of term negation it uses a negative element and an
indefinite, as in ().
() Susu (Friedländer : )
Yi saresoe mu sese sara-ma, ...
this salesman  thing sell-
‘This salesman sells nothing, ...’
But there are languages in which the negation itself is expressed by more
than one element. This is the case in seven of the languages in the
sample (Arabic, Babungo, Chukchi, Krongo, MaÎarayi, Navaho and
Quechua). The status of the relevant elements in these languages will
be discussed below. To provide a better understanding of some of the
data to be presented, let us first consider the relatively well known
negation markers of French.
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In French, in the standard language, negation is expressed by the two
elements ne and pas, as in the following example:
() Il ne marche pas.
he  walks 
‘He does not walk.’
In modern French, especially in the spoken language, ne is usually left
out. Jespersen () hypothesized that the French double negation
system developed according to the scenario summarized in ().
() a.
b.
c.
d.

Latin:
Old French:
New French:
Modern French:

Non dico
Jeo ne dis
Je ne dis pas
Je dis pas

Jespersen’s explanation for this process is as follows: the original negative
element (non) is phonologically reduced in Old French to ne; after some
time the reduced form was felt to be insufficient to express negation,
and therefore it was strengthened by another element (pas). In due
course this added element takes over the burden of expressing the
negative aspect and the original negative is dropped altogether. This
process was dubbed ‘Jespersen’s cycle’ by Dahl (): a language starts
out with one negative element, evolves into a system with two elements, and ends up as a system with one element again. Similar processes
have also taken place in English and Dutch. Jespersen’s explanation has
been criticized by a number of people – the major criticisms can be
found in Bossuyt (). One of the issues raised by Bossuyt is why it
took so long for ne to disappear after pas had been introduced. Pas
entered the language in about the th century and to this date, five
centuries later, ne still persists. One possible explanation, suggested as
early as , is that during the desemantization process of ne, ie. the
process during which it lost its negative force while pas acquired more
negative load, ne started to change its function from a full-fledged negative into a more general marker of non-factualness.
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In an insightful analysis, Damourette and Pichon (: ) treat
ne, not as a negative element, but as an element that ‘breaks up’ the
affirmative character of an utterance. They call this elementdiscordantiel.
Elements like pas are called the forclusif, ie, elements that establish the
negative character of the utterance. Note that in French, too, ne is
sometimes used in environments that are not really negative, such as
comparisons of inequality (a) and in the complements of a number
of verbs (b).
() a.

b.

Jean est plus grand que je ne
le suis.
John is more big than I  it am
‘John is bigger than I am.’
Je crains qu’il ne pleuve.
 fear that:it  rain
‘I fear that it will rain.’

Damourette and Pichon already noted that ne is sometimes left out altogether. Ashby () showed that in some dialects – most notably the
dialect of young well-educated Parisians – ne was left out in negative
sentences. And today ne is frequently left out in the written language
as well. Apart from that, ne is currently omitted in contexts in which
it persisted according to Ashby (Co Vet, pc). But more crucially, ne is
also giving way in many other non-factual environments. For example,
sentences like (b) are nowadays usually produced without ne. This
suggests that the contexts in which ne occurs may be seen as belonging
to essentially one and the same domain, namely non-factualness.
Turning to the sample languages, of the seven languages that use two
particles in the expression of negation (see Table , next page) in five
(Quechua, MaÎarayi, Babungo, Navaho and Arabic) one of the socalled negative elements can be analyzed as a non-factual, as I will argue
in the following sub-sections. As for the remaining languages, in Krongo
one element is a negative element and the other is used to indicate the
focus of the negation; and in the other language, Chukchi, it is not clear
what the status of the elements is. Since historical data are almost com-
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Table . Number of negative elements in each language
(negation in general, not just term negation)
  
  
Abkhaz
+
Mandarin
+
Arabic
+
MaÎarayi
+
Babungo
+
Miskito
+
Basque
+
Mong Njua
+
Burushaski
+
Mundari
+
Cahuilla
+
Nadëb
+
Chukchi
+ ?
Nahali
+
Cree
+
Nama
+
Dutch
+
Nasioi
+
Evenki
+
Navaho
+
Fula
+
Quechua
+
Gilyak
+
Saramaccan
+
Hixkaryana
+
Susu
+
Hungarian
+
Tamazight
+
Indonesian
+
Tamil
+
Italian
+
Turkana
+
Ket ?
Usan
+
Kobon
+
Vietnamese
+
Krongo
+
West Greenlandic
+
Lezgian
+
Yidi®
+

pletely lacking for almost all the sample languages, it is very difficult to
say anything about the development of their negation systems. Therefore, the description that follows is purely synchronic.
.. Quechua
In Quechua, the standard analysis is that negation is expressed by two
elements: the word mana and the affix -chu; see ().
() Quechua (Cole : )
Ñuka wawki mana jatun wasi-ta
chari-n-chu.
my brother  big house- have--
‘My brother does not have a big house.’
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But -chu is also used in neutral yes-no questions; see ().
() Quechua (Cole : )
Kan-paj wawki jatun wasi-ta
chari-n-chu?
you- brother big house- have--
‘Does your brother have a big house?’
Thus, if you leave out mana from (), the resulting sentence would
translate as a yes-no question, as in (). Cole analyzes -chu as a negative
affix, but I would analyze the elements -chu and mana as follows. -Chu
is a general marker of non-factualness. In (), mana is used to specify
the clause as a negative clause. In (), -chu fulfils the same function as
a marker of non-factualness. And here it is the interrogative contour
of the clause that specifies it as a question. Additional support for the
idea that mana is indeed the negative marker is provided by embedded
clauses. In the following example, the embedded clause is interpreted
as negative only by virtue of its being marked by mana:
() Juzi mana jatun wasi-ta
chari-j-ta
kri-ni.
José  big house- have-- believe-
‘I believe that José does not have a big house.’ ()
Thus, there is little motivation to classify Quechua as a double particle
negation language, or as a language that uses double negation. Rather,
Quechua has a general marker to indicate non-factualness (-chu), and
one marker to express negation, mana. Apart from expressing negation,
both mana and -chu are used to indicate the focus of the negation. This
is illustrated by the following examples.
() a.

b.

Juzi mana chay llama-ta
randi-rka-chu.
José  that sheep- buy--
‘José did not buy that sheep.’ ()
Mana Juzi-chu chay llama-ta randi-rka.
 José
 that
sheep- buy-
‘It was not José who bought that sheep.’ ()
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Quechua also uses both -chu and mana to express term negation, as
shown in ():
() Quechua (Cole : )
Mana pi-pash
shamu-nga-chu.
 who-even come--
‘No one will come.’
The focussing function of mana and -chu is also used to disambiguate potential scope ambiguities. This is shown by the examples in ():
() a.

Wakin runa-kuna mana shamu-rka-chu.
some man-
 come--
‘Some of the men did not come.’ ()

b.

Mana wakin runa-kuna shamu-rka-chu.
 some man-
come--
‘None of the men came.’ ()

In conclusion, we may say that in Quechua, mana is the ‘true’ negator.
The affix -chu marks the sentence as non-factual.
.. MaÎarayi
In MaÎarayi, a number of negative elements are used. There are two
negative particles, d½ ayi and Îiñjag. Dayi
½ is used for present or past time
reference, Îiñjag for negating future time reference. Apart from these
affixes, the verb in negative sentences is marked with the negative suffix
-b. This is illustrated in the following example:
() MaÎarayi (Merlan : )
Îiñjag ÎiñjaÎ-gi-na Îa-yiri wa-ya-b
 - /-see--
‘I didn’t see anybody.’
There are however several examples of clauses in which the verb is mark-
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ed by -b (or its allophone -m), which do not contain one of the two
negative particles. And these sentences appear not to be negative at all.
For example, when a verb is affixed with -b in a clause that does not contain any other negative marker, that verb is interpreted as ‘should have
-ed’ or ‘meant to ’. Some relevant examples are presented in () and
():
() MaÎarayi (Merlan : )
‘Yulgmin,’
½ Îa-ma-m.
sugar
-say-
‘I should have said/meant to say, “Sugar.” ’
() Îa-yaÎ-ga-m-gu
maÎaya Îa-mi-Îga-b.
-go--- perhaps /-get--
‘If I’d gone perhaps I would have gotten it.’ ()
In connection with (), one could argue that the literal translation is
‘I did not say ’ and that -b is therefore an ‘ordinary’ negative element.
After all, saying that you should have done or meant to do something
amounts to saying that you did not do that something. But that would
be a derived negative interpretation, which is generally not very helpful.
For example, Ladusaw () argued against analyzing refuse as ‘not
accept’, since one may just as well analyze accept as ‘not refuse’. Similarly,
in MaÎarayi, one may say that when you should have done something
this means that you did not do it. Moreover, due to the particle maÎana
‘perhaps’, () is not open to an interpretation like I did not go; I didn’t
get it. The following two examples are even clearer:
() MaÎarayi (Merlan : )
Gamurana Îa-yaÎ-ga-b
gana dayi
½
Îa-nidba
½
tomorrow -go-- but  /-have
ø-nanan.
½
-money
‘I should go tomorrow but I don’t have money.’
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() Nel
½
ø-wa-ni
ø-jiwi-m-gu
sneak /-- /-take:away--
Îan-gadugu½
nawu.
½
-woman-his
‘He sneaked up on him, he wanted to steal his wife from him.’ ()
To summarize the MaÎarayi data: MaÎarayi uses the same element to
mark negative sentences, conditionals and unrealized events. It is therefore not correct to say that sentences expressing term negation such as
(), which contain Îiñag and -b, have two negative elements.
.. Babungo
Similar phenomena occur in Babungo, a Niger-Kordofanian language.
In Babungo, negation is expressed by the particle mē, which is always
clause-final, and the particle kèe, which precedes the verb. This is illustrated in ().
() Babungo (Schaub : )
Îwə́ kèe gə̀
táa yìwìÎ mē.
he  go: to market 
‘He did not go to the market.’
Neutral yes-no questions are marked bymū and by a typical interrogative
intonation. This is shown in ().
() Îwə̀ gə̀
táa yìwìÎ mū?
he go- to market 
‘Has he gone to the market?’ (Schaub : )
Leading yes-no questions expecting the answer ‘yes’ are marked by
intonation and by the negative particle. Thus, in () the speaker expects
that ‘he’ has indeed gone to the market.
() Îwə̀ gə̀
táa yìwìÎ mē.
he go: to market 
‘Did he go to the market?’ (Schaub : )
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On the basis of these examples, I propose to callmē a non-factual element
and kèe a negative element. Like the Quechua example in (), which
cannot be interpreted as a negative question, the Babungo question in
() cannot be interpreted as a negative question either. In Babungo,
negative questions are explicitely marked by a special element, which
is illustrated in ().
() Tǔu wə̀
nə̀ kèe yìjwî
yímu.
even person   come: 
‘Did nobody at all come?’ (Schaub : )
This particle appears to be a contraction of the neutral question marker
mu and the marker yí. Apart from the three elements mentioned above
(mu, me and yímu), there is a fourth so-called negative element. In negative imperative sentences, the particle kí is used; witness the following
example:
() K´»
wə̀
bwá
yígi
yɔ́ mē.
 person be:tired: speech this 
‘Nobody should be tired of this talk.’ (Schaub : )
The particle k´» is also better analyzed as a non-factual marker, since it too
is used in conditional clauses such as the one below:
() K´» lùu à
gáÎtə̀
mə̀,
if be you help- me
mə̀ kɔ̀
fá
t´» ghɔ̂.
I give- thing to you
‘If you’ll help me, I’ll give you something.’ (Schaub : )
In Babungu, then, a number of non-factual environments are marked
by what appear to be non-factual markers. Negative sentences and a
certain class of yes-no questions are marked byme. Negative imperatives
and conditionals are marked by k´».
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.. Arabic
In Arabic, negative sentences and yes-no questions share a common
affix. With negative perfective and imperfective verbs, negation is
marked by the discontinuous affix ma--ʃ (ma- is prefixed and -ʃ suffixed
to the verb). Imperfective verbs preceded by the aspectual affix bi- are
negated by ma..ʃ or by the particle miʃ. These two strategies occur in free
variation (Gamal-Eldin and Gary : ). The particle miʃ precedes
the verb. Verbs preceded by the aspectual affix ha- are negated exclusively by the particle miʃ. But, although miʃ occurs only with perfective
verbs in negative sentences, in yes-no questions it can also be combined
with perfective verbs:
() Arabic (Gamal-Eldin and Gary : )
Ma
baʕat-it-l-ak-ʃi
Miʃ baʕat-it-l-ak
ik-kitaab
 send-she-to-you(-) the-book
‘Didn’t she send the book to you?’

ik-kitaab.

And the affix -ʃ can also be used in yes-no questions:
() Arabic (Gamal-Eldin and Gary : )
ʃuftii-ʃ
kitaab ʔʃʃiʕr bitaaʕi?
seen::- book poetry belonging:to:me
‘Have you seen my poetry book?’
The question in () is a neutral yes-no question, i.e. one that does not
expect the answer ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. It must be noted though, that GamalEldin and Gary (: ) mention that () is not the most common way
to form a yes-no question. The more common way would be a declarative sentence with interrogative intonation. Be that as it may, () is a
clear case of a neutral yes-no question in which a non-factual element
is used. Interestingly, Davies (: ) mentions thatma-ʃ is an innovation. Ma is the original negative element. In negative sentences, ʃ is first
recorded in th , and appears to be firmly established in the th .
(Davies : ). Davies also mentions that the use ofʃ as an interroga-
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tive marker was much more widespread in older stages of Egyptian
Arabic than it is today.
.. Navaho
In Navaho, negation is expressed by the particledoo in combination with
the verbal suffix -da. The latter occupies a fixed position (it is suffixed
to the verb), but doo is used to indicate the focus of the negation so that
its position varies. Thus, (a) means ‘it is not to Boston that John will
drive’, and (b) ‘It is not John who will be driving to Boston’.
() Navaho (Schauber : )
a. Jáan doo Bostongóó adoołbas-da.
John  :to ::drive-
‘John won’t be driving to Boston.’
b.

Doo Jáan Bostongóó adoołbas-da.
 John :to ::drive-
‘John won’t be driving to Boston.’

Apart from negative sentences, da also occurs as a free particle in a number of other non-factual constructions: in yes-no questions (a) and in
sentences expressing a possible state of affairs (b):
() Navaho (Young and Morgan )
a. Da’ kintah-góó díníyá?
 town-to
you:go
‘Are you going to town?’
b.

Silao deesh-áał-go-da
’át’é.
army -join--might 
‘I might join the army.’

In (b), the meaning ‘might’ is achieved not by -da alone, but only
when it is preceded by the affix -go and accompanied by the particle’át’é.
In conclusion, I would say that doo is the negative element in Navaho
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– it is only found in negative sentences. The other element discussed
here, -da, is also used in some other environments which may be called
non-factual, and is best analyzed as a non-factual marker.
.. Dutch and Basque
Until now we have seen a number of so-called double particle languages,
in which I claimed that one of the two elements is not a marker of
negation, but rather a non-factual marker. But what about languages that
use just one element to express negation? Here too, non-factual environments tend to be expressed by more than one device. To illustrate this,
I will discuss some facts from Dutch and Basque.
In Dutch, non-factualness effects occur in yes-no questions, conditionals and, arguably, in polite imperatives – environments for nonfactualness identified for the four languages mentioned previously. Dutch
yes-no questions are characterized by an interrogative intonation and
by Verb-Subject order. In affirmative sentences, word order is SubjectVerb. (a) is an example of an affirmative clause, (b) of a yes-no
question.
()

Dutch
a. Jan gaa:t naar huis.
John go: to home
‘John goes home.’
b.

Gaat Jan naar huis?
‘Is John going home?

In (b), the yes-no question, the Verb-Subject order can be analyzed
as the non-factual marker and the interrogative intonation as the
‘forclusif ’ (we shall see more evidence of  order as the non-factual
marker presently). The non-factual marker may be left out, which in this
context means that the order of Subject and Verb may be expressed as
in non-interrogative clauses. The only marker of interrogation is then
the intonation contour:
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() Jan gaat naar huis?
‘John is going home?’
But (b) and () are not equivalent. (b) is a very neutral question,
one used to elicit information from the addressee: either ‘yes’ or ‘no’.
On the other hand, (), the typical expression of a rhetorical question,
is used to express disbelief or surprise. That the rhetorical use almost
demands affirmative word order is in line with the analysis presented
above, for a rhetorical question is not a question at all – it is in fact a
declarative statement. The rhetorical aspect is brought out by the interrogative intonation. This shows that neutral yes-no interrogation needs
to be marked by two markers: word order and intonation.
That the order of Verb and Subject signals non-factualness is evinced
by other non-factual environments, such as conditionals. () provides
an example of a conditional sentence.
() Gaat Jan naar huis, dan ga ik ook.
go: John to home then go  too
‘If John is going home, I will do so too.’
In (), Verb-Subject order signals non-factualness. The forclusif is signalled by a sentence contour that is typical of conditionals: in declarative
sentences intonation goes down at the end of the clause, but in conditionals, both in the condition and in the conclusion, intonation rises
steadily towards the end of the clause. An alternative to the conditional
in () is ():
() Als Jan naar huis gaat, (dan) ga ik ook.
if John to home goes, then go  too
‘If John is going home, (then) I will do so too.
In () the conditional particle als ‘if ’ is the non-factual marker. Intonation is the same as in (). Whereas the two yes-no questions discussed
above differed in several respects, there is no difference between the
conditionals in () and (). In polite imperatives, finally, the same
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Verb-Subject order is used as in yes-no questions and conditionals. Take
the following example:
() Gaat u
naar binnen.
go you (Polite) to inside
‘Please go in.’
Such imperatives are also characterized by a typical intonation: it gradually falls from the beginning of the sentence to the end.
In Basque, some non-factual environments are marked by the Partitive
case: yes-no questions, rhetorical question word questions, conditional
sentences, the complement of -egi ‘too’, arrigarri ‘surprising’, ukatu ‘to
refuse’ (De Rijk : ). De Rijk calls the use of the Partitive in these
environments ‘derived’, as opposed to its basic use. The Partitive is used
in its basic use in part-whole designations.
.. Negation and Focus
We are finally left with Krongo, the only language which employs two
elements to express negation, neither of which appears to be used for any
other purpose but to express negation. In Krongo, negation is expressed
by the two particles, áÎ and é, which precede and follow what is being
negated – this may be a clause or a term. Thus, in (a) the whole clause
n-óoní àʔàÎ ı́ʔı́ng is in the scope of negation, in (b) only sháày is.
() Krongo (Reh : )
a. ÁÎ n-óoní
àʔàÎ `ʔ`ng é.
 :/-:know: I
him 
‘I do not know him.’
b.

N-ák-ùuy
àʔàÎ áÎ sháày é, íllì àlbúnnùÎ.
/--drink I
 tea  but coffee
‘I did not drink tea, but coffee.’ ()

Both áÎ and é are used only in negative sentences. Reh (: , n.)
suggests that é is an emphatic particle, which is strange since it is always
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used in negative sentences. It may be the case that originally this particle
was an emphatic marker, but apparently it has grammaticalized as an
unmarked negative element.
Another language that is interesting in this respect is Susu. If my
interpretation of the Susu data is correct, then we may say that the
negation system in Susu is in the process of developing from a oneparticle to a double particle system. The facts are as follows. In Friedländer’s () description of Susu, negation is expressed by the particle
mu. This particle precedes the main predicate in the negative clause.
There are four Focus particles; nè and khè form a pair, and so do nau and
kha. But nè and nau can be used only in positive sentences, and khè and
kha only in negative sentences. Although there are examples of both
positive and negative clauses that do not contain Focus particles, the vast
majority of them do. In view of the fact that almost all the examples
contain a Focus particle, and moreover that there are two Focus particles
that can be used only in negative sentences, it may be the case that the
two negative Focus particles are in the process of being grammaticalized
as negative elements.
.. Conclusion
It will be clear that the elements that I have called non-factual above are
similar to what Damourette and Pichon call discordantiel, and that their
analysis holds for all the examples discussed above. Quechua -chu,
Babungo me, Navaho -da, Arabic ʃ and MaÎarayi -b are non-factual
markers that indicate that the clause is non-declarative, while other
elements in each language confirm the clause as negative. I have shown
that in Dutch there are non-factual markers too, but crucially, not in
negative sentences. In Table  the environments in which non-factual
markers are used are summarized. In the column headings, ‘’ is yes-no
question and ‘Imp’ is imperative. ‘Irr’ – for ‘irrealis’ – is a rather general
heading that is here meant to capture the ‘wishful thinking’ contexts in
MaÎarayi and the ‘I might do so-and-so’ construction in Navaho.
Non-factual effects that include negation only occur in languages that
use two elements to express sentential negation. Thus, in Dutch and in
Basque, two languages that use only one element to express negation,
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Table . Non-factual environments
Babungo
Quechua
Arabic
MaÎarayi
Navaho
Dutch
Basque

Neg
+
+
+
+
+

Q Cond Irr NegImp Imp
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

the negative element is used in negative sentences only. On the other
hand, in languages in which negation is expressed by two elements, one
of the elements is typically also used in other, non-negative environments.
In conclusion, we may say that with the exception of Krongo, in the
sample languages in which sentence negation is expressed by more than
one element, one of the elements is better analyzed as a non-factual
marker. In these languages, negation, like yes-no questions, conditionals
and imperatives, is overtly marked as being non-factual.

Notes
. According to Arnott (), Fula in fact employs an array of seven different
negative suffixes in non-existential sentences, but I am not entirely sure about
their status, which is why this seven-way division is not reflected in table . The
basic distinction seems to be between past and non-past. Each of these then
distinguishes active, middle and passive, but note that essentially the negatives
(-áa and -táa, respectively) are the same in these categories, the distinction
between the complex suffixes being caused by the voice suffixes. Arnott mentions that the voice suffixes used in negative sentences are distinct from those
used in positives, which leads him to posit the sevenfold distinction.

negative past
negative future
negative of quality

Active
-áayi
-[a]taa
-aa

Middle
-áaki
-[a]táako

Passive
-áaka
-[a]táake
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The negative of quality, finally, is used only with ‘verbs of quality’. It appears
that these are verbs whose semantics closely resemble adjectives:
(vi)

Fula (Arnott : )
âe äuuâe
na? ’aa’aa, âe-äuuä- aa.
 numerous  No
numerous-
‘Are they numerous? No, they are not numerous.’

. Croft mentions that type  languages are the most and type  languages the
least frequent. In my sample, however, there are only  out of  (or %) type
 languages.
. Additional examples of sources of negative elements can be found in Lehmann
(: -).
. Note by the way that in some dialects of English it is possible to say Forget
about going.
. The phenomenon that negation is marked by more than one element is rare.
In Dahl’s () sample it occurs eleven times (in a sample of  languages, is
.%); in Dryer’s () sample, it occurs  times (in a sample of  languages,
is .%). In my sample, it occurs in  out of  languages, which is %. The
percentages in Dahl’s and Dryer’s samples are about equal. I do not know why
the percentage in my sample is so much higher. Multiple particle negation
appears to occur especially in Amerind, Niger-Kordofanian and Afro-Asiatic.
. Pas is one of the elements used to reinforcethe negation in French. Historically, a number of other elements indicating small entities were used, such as
goutte and mie (Von Bremen ).
. Dutch underwent a proces comparable to the scenario sketched above. Thus,
(iib) is the Modern Dutch equivalent of the Middle Dutch (iia). The ‘old’
Middle Dutch construction, however, persists to this day in some West Flemish
dialects (A. Bossuyt, pc.; see also Haegeman and Zanuttini ) and dialects
in the province of Limburg (Frans Hinrichs, pc.).

Multiple negatives
(vii)



Middle Dutch (Bossuyt : )
a. Ghi ne wett niet wat gi ane bedt
you  know  what you adore
‘You don’t know what you adore’
Modern Dutch
b. Je weet niet wat je aanbidt.
you know not what you adore

. In november  a discussion took place on the Linguist List (an e-mail
discussion forum for linguists) on the status of French ne. In that discussion,
similar data were cited from Yiddish, Hebrew and Hindi. So the phenomenon
is not uncommon in the languages of the world.
. There are dialects that use a different particle in yes-no questions and in negative sentences. In these dialects,mana is not used in negative sentences (P. Muysken, pc).
. The data described here concern the so-called Colloquial Cairene Egyptian
dialect described in Gamal-Eldin and Gary (). But similar phenomena occur
in other dialects as well, such as Maroccan Arabic (A. Moutaouakil, personal
communication).
. In other Arabic dialects, interrogative and negative clauses still share similar
affixes. See Moutaouakil () for an extensive discussion of negation in
Maroccan and Standard Arabic.
. Its rhetorical use is the standard. It may be used to express a neutral question,
but then it must be very clear from the context that the question is not intended
as a rhetorical one.
. In non-polite, neutral, imperatives, no Subject pronoun is expressed. For
example:
(viii) Ga naar binnen!
‘Go inside!’



The negative element

Harm Pinkster pointed out that very rude imperatives the Subject pronoun is
expressed:
(ix)

Ga jij
naar binnen!
go you (Familiar) to inside
‘You go inside.’

Apart from the fact that the familiar pronounjij ‘you’ is used, this sort of imperative would also be characterized by a different, more aggressive, intonation than
the other imperatives given above.
. For this reason I would not include the Partitive in some negative sentences
as a non-factual effect. For example, in negative sentences with an indefinite
object, that object is in the Partitive case:
(x)

Basque (De Rijk : )
Ez degu ijito-rik
ikusi.
  gypsy- seen
‘We have not seen a gypsy.’

I would consider this a basic use of the partitive: (ii) can be paraphrased as ‘We
have not seen of gypsy’.

 Term negation and
language typology

In this chapter I would like to take a closer look at the distribution of
the five types of term negation defined by my sample and consider to
what extent it relates to the genetic, areal and grammatical characteristics
of the investigated languages. Since the term negation typology that I
have adopted and also the ensuing observations depend to a large extent
on the representativeness of the languages included in the sample, in section . I will provide an overview of the theoretical issues concerning
language sampling and present the sampling method that I have used.
In section . the genetic and areal distribution of the five types of term
negation will be examined and related to the essentially European based
findings of Bernini and Ramat () and Haspelmath (). And finally, section . will deal with the issue of the relationship between the
use of a given term negation type and other aspects of the grammatical
system of a language.

. The sample
The data that have been presented in the previous chapters were drawn
from a sample of  languages. The sample is a so-called stratified sample,
the primary strata being language families (the sample is listed genetically
in Table , p. ). The decision to stratify by genetic affiliation was in
turn motivated by the fact that virtually nothing was known about the
distribution of term negation. And for the purposes of explorative research, genetic partitioning, ie., aiming at maximal genetic diversity,
seems the most appropriate sampling strategy.
.. Classification of the languages
To stratify the languages of the world one needs a comprehensive classification of all the languages that we know of, both extinct and extant ones.
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I used Ruhlen’s () classification since – at the time the sample was
created – it was the most up-to-date classification of all the languages of
the world.
Ruhlen’s classification is not unproblematic (see for example Cambell
). I have adhered to it with one exception, namely Ruhlen’s Caucasian phylum. This phylum is much disputed among linguists and even
Ruhlen concedes that the phylum is very problematic (Ruhlen :
f; Haspelmath : ). Rather than using Ruhlen’s classification here,
I have adopted the classification reported in Haspelmath. For the rest I
will not go into the details of Ruhlen’s classification but will briefly
discuss the status of pidgins and creoles and the position of language
isolates. Pidgins and Creoles were classified by Voegelin and Voegelin
() – the most comprehensive classification prior to Ruhlen – as
Indo-European, while Ruhlen distinguishes a distinct group of Pidgins
and Creoles. These two approaches neatly reflect the disagreement
among creolists about the status of pidgins and creoles. One approach,
usually identified as the substratum approach, holds that creoles are
relatable to a substrate language, which amounts to saying that they have
one language’s syntax and another language’s lexicon – this is something
of a simplification but it illustrates the issue sufficiently. The other approach is advocated by Bickerton () and is accounted for within his
theory of the bio-program. Bickerton essentially claims independent
genesis of creole languages and from the point of view of language
samples his claims mean that creoles form a distinct phylum or distinct
phyla. Without prejudicing this issue I accept Ruhlens’s language classification and therefore pidgins and creoles are one partition from which
one or more languages should be selected.
Turning to language isolates, these can be regarded in two ways. In
the first place, it may be the case that a genetic affiliation cannot be
demonstrated (the difference between a language isolate and an unclassified language is that the former is relatively well known but an affiliation
cannot be demonstrated, whereas an unclassified language is a language
about which too little is known to make a case for classification). In the
second place, a language isolate may be regarded as the last surviving
member of a phylum: this is true for Ket (Castrén ) and Burushaski
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(Nichols ) and may be true for other language isolates as well. By
considering each language isolate as a separate phylum, the status proven
for Burushaski and Ket is hypothesized for all isolates. This is the position
I take. In my sample, then, I consider all language isolates as separate
phyla.
Table . Sample languages listed by genetic affiliation
Eskimo-Aleut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Na-Dene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Amerind
Northern Amerind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Central Amerind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chibchan-Paezan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Andean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Equatorial-Tucanoan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ge-Pano-Carib . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pidgins and Creoles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Khoisan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Niger-Kordofanian
Kordofanian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Niger-Congo
Mande . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Niger-Congo Proper
West Atlantic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Central Niger-Congo . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nilo-Saharan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Afro-Asiatic
Berber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Semitic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Indo-Hittite
Indo-European
Romance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Germanic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Uralic Yukaghir . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Caucasian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nakho-Daghestan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Altaic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

West Greenlandic
Navaho
Cree
Cahuilla
Miskito
Quechua
Nadëb
Hixkaryana
Saramaccan
Nama
Krongo
Susu
Fula
Babungo
Turkana
Tamazight
Cairene Arabic

Italian
Dutch
Hungarian
Abkhaz
Lezgian
Evenki
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Chukchi-Kamchatan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sino-Tibetan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Austric
Miao-Yao . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Austroasiatic
Munda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mon-Khmer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Austro-Tai
Austronesian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Elamo-Dravidian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Indo-Pacific
Trans-New Guinea
Main Section . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Madang-Adelbert Range . . . . . . . . .
East Papuan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Australian
Indivudual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pama-Nyungan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Isolates

Chukchi
Mandarin
Mong Njua
Mundari
Vietnamese
Indonesian
Tamil

Kobon
Usan
Nasioi
MaÎarayi
Yidi®
Basque
Burushaski
Gilyak
Ket
Nahali

.. Sample design
Apart from a classification of the languages of the world, one also needs
a sampling method. The sample I used used conforms with the methodology described in Rijkhoff et al. (), which I will briefly summarize
below. This methodology seeks to ensure maximal genetic diversity by
selecting a single language from each of the recognized phyla. Ruhlen
distinguishes  phyla. To these are added the group of Pidgins and
Creoles, which for the purpose of sampling is taken as a separate phylum,
and nine languages isolates. Each language isolate is taken to constitute
a phylum. So in all there are a total of  phyla ( ‘regular’ phyla, one
phylum pidgins and creoles and nine isolated languages). By choosing
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one language from each phylum the sample size is fixed at  languages.
This minimal sample can then be extended by a selection procedure
involving proportional representativeness of languages according to the
genetic diversity of each phylum. It is important to note that the actual
size of a phylum, ie., the number of languages contained in a phylum,
is not an appropriate basis for extending the minimal sample. This was
already demonstrated by Bell (: f ) on the basis of the Niger-Kordofanian and the Amerind families. Niger-Kordofanian has over a thousand languages but is a rather homogeneous family, while Amerind,
which has about  languages, is much more heterogeneous. Proportional representation of these families in a sample would, as Bell points
out, do insufficient justice to the diversity of Amerind while NigerKordofanian would be over-represented.
In order to control this sort of bias, the method devised by Rijkhoff
et al. () assigns a weight to each language family, which is the numerical expression of the genetic variation in a phylum. This means that
the tree structure is taken to reflect the algebraic complexity of a
phylum. Compare the tree structures of Amerind and NigerKordofanian, which are represented in Figures  and  below. These tree
structures reflect the actual branching in Amerind and NigerKordofanian. Comparing these structures, it can be seen that in Amerind
there are more branches per node than there are in Niger-Kordofanian.
Therefore, Amerind is taken to be more genetically diverse. The calculated weight determines how many languages from each family should
Figure . The structure of Amerind
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Figure . The structure of Niger-Kordofanian

be sampled. In the event that more languages should be chosen from a
phylum than there are primary goups, the method is applied recursively
down the tree. The following example will illustrate this. Suppose that
twenty Amerindian languages should be sampled. Amerind has six primary branches; from four branches three languages should be chosen,
from two branches, four. Now in order to determine from which groups
the additional four languages should be sampled, the weighing procedure
is applied again, but now to the primary branches.
The methodology outlined above provides a systematic basis for
selecting languages once the overall sample size has been established.
It does not, however, tell us anything about what the actual size of the
sample should be apart from determining the lower limit of  languages. It is currently accepted that for the purposes of an exploratory
study such as the present one, a sample of  to  languages is sufficient to provide interesting preliminary results (see for example Bybee
 and Perkins ). Given that data on term negation are not always
readily accessible, I settled for the relatively small sample size of 
languages.
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Having determined the size of the sample and the number of languages to be selected from each phylum, we can finally turn to choosing actual sample languages. I decided not to select languages randomly
since this seemed a very uneconomical and frustrating procedure, due
primarily to the lack of adequate language data. So when faced with
the need to select a language from group , I included the language
for which the best data were available. I am aware that this introduces
some bibliographical bias, but I think that this is a strategy well worth
adopting, for the alternative would run a fairly high risk of including
poor data when better data are available. The lack of data led to the
exclusion of four language isolates, namely Meroitic, Sumerian, and
Hurrian; the problem with Etruscan is of course that it has not been
deciphered yet.
.. Potential sources of bias
There are some potential sources of bias in the sample but they are reasonably controllable. Control means that when one suspects a bias it can
be filtered out and the results recalculated; this allows one to establish
whether or not certain factors have any influence on the results. I will
discuss two types of bias here, areal and genetic bias.
Areal bias
Areal bias is a sample error that is introduced when two or more languages are spoken in a geographically contiguous area. In recent years
more attention has been paid to areal phenomena and if one thing has
become clear it is the fact that it is still something of a mystery (see eg.
Ramat and Bernini ). The assumption is that when languages come
into contact they will begin to share certain features, which in some
cases may lead to a situation in which languages may resemble one
another to the extent that a genetic relationship is postulated. For example, Quechua and Aymara are considered to be sister languages. In
recent years, however, it has been suggested that South America may
consist of one or more linguistic areas and that Quechua and Aymara
may be unrelated. The assumption is that they resemble one another
so much due to extensive contact (Muysken pc).
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A potential source of areal bias is the inclusion of Evenki, Ket and
Gilyak (see the plots on the map on pp. -). Gilyak is spoken in
East Siberia on the coast opposite Sakhalin, Ket in Central Siberia in
the region where the river Upper Tunguska joins the Yenessey. There
is about, kilometer of wasteland between the very small areas where
Gilyak and Ket are spoken. The Evenki are the ultimate in nomadic
tribes: there are about , ethnic Evenki (Comrie : ) and they
live in an area about twice the size of Western Europe. The area they
cover is contiguous both with the area where Ket is spoken and the one
where Gilyak is spoken. As indicated above, the sampling method
employed stipulates that all language isolates should be included. This
forces the inclusion of both Ket and Gilyak which in itself is not problematic. However, the inclusion of Evenki could be seen as introducing
some geographical bias. Nonetheless, since the area concerned is as vast
as it is, I can hardly imagine it to be an issue.
Table . Distribution of languages across continents
Africa

Australia & New Guinea

 & Oceania

Eurasia

North America

South America



Finally, the inclusion of all language isolates which, as was described
above, is a byproduct of the sampling method, happens to introduce
some areal bias too. To illustrate this I allocated the sample languages
to continents in Table . The delimination of continents is frequently
a rather arbitrary affair. I have taken the continental division employed
in Dryer (), in which the following continents are distinguished:
North America, South America, Africa, Eurasia and Australia. It so
happens that all isolates are located in Eurasia. The sample that I have
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used contains only five isolates, so the bias is not as acute as it would
have been if all the isolates were to be included, but still the distribution
of the languages across the continents is biased towards Eurasia. I will
return to areal features in connection with the distribution of term
negation in section ..
Genetic bias
A sample is said to be genetically biased when a phylum or a group is
overrepresented in the sample. This may not be a problem in the case
of this study, since Haspelmath (: ) notes that indefinite pronouns
show a high degree of diachronic instability: indefinite pronoun systems
may differ considerably even in closely related languages such as Polish
and Russian; Dutch and German; Catalan and Portuguese. Nevertheless
I will point out the potential sources of genetic bias in my sample.
One of the instances of potential genetic bias is the inclusion of both
Krongo (Niger-Kordofanian\Kordofanian) and Turkana (Nilo-Saharan). Reh () and Ruhlen () classify Krongo as a Kordofanian
language, but this classification is not uncontroversial. T. Schadeberg
(personal communication; see also Reh : ) claims that there are
as many arguments for the classification of Krongo as Nilo-Saharan as
there are arguments for its classification as Kordofanian. One of
Schadeberg’s arguments is that the Kadugli group (which includes
Krongo) has no noun-class system, while the noun-class system is what
gives the Niger-Kordofanian family its coherence. Schadeberg, then,
wants to include the Kadugli group in the Nilo-Saharan family. Reh
(: f ), on the other hand, demonstrates that Krongo does have
a noun class system, even though it is of a slightly different nature than
that of the the Niger-Congo languages. She also gives additional support
for the classification of Krongo as a Kordofanian language. The Kadugli
group is a fragmented group spoken in areas contiguous with NiloSaharan. It is important to be aware of areal bias, and in the case of
Krongo and Turkana there may be some bias since both are spoken in
relatively the same area. Nevertheless these languages have been included anyway, since Reh’s description of Krongo and Dimmendaal’s
description of Turkana are the best available of a Kordofanian and a
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Nilo-Saharan language, respectively.
Another possible source for geographical bias is the inclusion of Mong
Njua (Miao-Yao). Miao-Yao is a geographically fragmented family in
that it is spoken in small islands located in areas where Daic and SinoTibetan languages are spoken. Sino-Tibetan is represented by Mandarin
in the sample, so the inclusion of both a Sino-Tibetan and a Miao-Yao
language might introduce some geographical bias.

. Areal and genetic distribution
Given that my sample was designed to minimize genetic bias, we would
not expect it to reveal any strong genetic relationships between the
languages manifesting a given term negation type. And indeed it does
not. The essentially European based findings of Bernini and Ramat’s
() and Haspelmath’s () investigations suggest that term negation
is more of an areal than a genetic phenomenon. I will return to the
situation in Europe later in this section, but first let me present the areal
distribution of the five term negation types in my sample. The types are
plotted on Map  (p. ).
The distribution of the term negation types across the six macro areas
distinguished by Dryer () is shown in Table  and Map . For the
languages which use more than one type of term negation each type
is specified (this is why the percentages in the columns add up to more

Table . Distribution of term negation types across continents

Africa
Australia & New Guinea
Eurasia
 & Oceania
North America
South America
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Areal and genetic distribution

Map . Location of the term negation types
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than %). If we consider the distribution of the term negation types
relative to the number of languages in each macro-area in the sample,
we see that type , the most common term negation type cross-linguistically, is well represented in all the macro-areas. It is also the overwhelming dominant type in all the areas but for Eurasia and South America.
By contrast, the second most frequent type (type ) is relatively common
only in Eurasia and North America, although it approximates the level
of type  only in the Eurasia. Types  and  are minority types in all
three macro-areas which exhibit them. And finally, type , while unattested in three macro-areas, is just as common as type  in South America and only second to type  in Africa. Thus, in all, Africa, Australia
& New Guinea and South-East Asia and Oceania clearly favour type 
over all the other types; Africa and South America exhibit the highest
proportion of type  and Eurasia manifests no overwhelming preference
for a single term negation type, although types  and  outnumber types
 and .
A somewhat different areal picture of the distribution of term negation emerges if we consider the areal distribution of the five types relative to the number of instances of each type in the sample. This is
depicted in Table  (percentages in the columns). Type  is again fairly
evenly distributed over the six macro-areas, but % of the instances
of type , % of type  and % of type  originate from Eurasia and
Africa. Together with insular South-East Asia these areas comprise one
of the three larger macro-areas recognized by Nichols (), ie, the
old world. By the same token the old world displays a greater variety
Table . Distribution of term negation types relative to each type.
Africa
Australia & New Guinea
Eurasia
 & Oceania
North America
South America
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Table . Distribution of the term negation types across
Nichols’ macro-areas.
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of term negation types than the other two of Nichols’ macro-areas, the
Pacific (Australia, New Guinea and Oceania) and the new world (the
Americas). As shown in Table , in which the languages in Table 
have been regrouped according to Nichols’ three macro-areas, there
are no instances of types  and  in the Pacific and of types  and  in
the new world. The old world manifests all five types.
Turning to the languages that use more than one term negation type,
here too we see a clear areal skewing. There are twelve such languages
in the sample and it is worth noting that ten of these belong to the old
world. This can be observed in Table . Note also that half of the

Table . Typological characteristics of languages using more
than one term negation type
Macro-area
Word
Language
     Dryer
Nichols
order
Abkhaz
 
Eurasia
Old world Prefield
Babungo
 
Africa
Old world Postfield
West Greenl.  
N. America New world Prefield
MaÎarayi


Austr. &  Pacific
Ambifield
Evenki


Eurasia
Old world Prefield
Chukchi


Eurasia
Old world Prefield
Tamazight

  Africa
Old world Postfield
Arabic


Africa
Old world Postfield
Fula

 Africa
Old world Postfield
Krongo

 Africa
Old world Postfield
Turkana

 Africa
Old world Postfield
Mandarin

  & Oc. Old world Ambifield
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one type
more than one type



Map . Languages using more than one term negation type.
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languages with multiple term negation are actually from Africa and that
of the eight African languages in the sample, six use more than one
strategy. The languages using more than one term negation type are
plotted on Map  (p. ).
As for the situation in Europe, if we assume that Europe extends from
Iceland to the Urals and includes the Caucasus, then there are six European languages in my sample: Abkhaz, Basque, Dutch, Hungarian,
Italian and Lezgian. Of these six languages one is of type  (Dutch),
three are of type  (Abkhaz, Basque and Lezgian) and two are of type 
(Hungarian and Italian); Abkhaz has type  as an alternative strategy and
this is the only instance of type  term negation in Europe. Note that
Abkhaz is located on the South-Western fringe of what is here considered Europe. The extreme rarity of type , which is the most frequent
type cross-linguistically, and the dominance of types involving zero
quantification (types  and ) is confirmed by Bernini and Ramat’s
() sample. In their sample there are no type  or , and  type 
languages. On the other hand, types  and  are more or less equally
frequent: their sample contains ten type  and eleven type  languages
(Table ). In particular, the frequency of zero quantification (types 
and ) is worth noting, which occurs in % (% plus %) of their
languages, as opposed to % in my sample.
Table . Distribution of term negation types
in Bernini and Ramat’s sample.

%


–














–

The areal skewing of the distribution of term negation in Europe is
easy to see. Though the Slavic and most of the Romance languages use
type  term negation, and the Germanic languages type  and , even
closely related languages may differ with respect to term negation types.
Thus, for example, French and Provençal (Romance) are essentially of
type  while the Romance languages are typically type ; and while Irish
and Scots Gaelic are of type , Breton and (the extinct) Gaulic are
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Type 2
Type 3
Type 4

Map . Distribution in Bernini and Ramat’s sample

type . The areal effects are clear here: French is spoken on the border
line of Romance and Germanic and is actually the Northernmost Romance language; Scots Gaelic and Irish are located in the British Isles
(English is among others a type  language) and Breton and Gaulic in
continental Europe.
Further areal differences may be observed with respect to type ,
which Bernini and Ramat subdivide into two types: those in which the
verbal negator is always present, as in Polish () and those in which the
verbal negator is left out when the zero quantified term precedes the
verb, as in Italian ().

Areal and genetic distribution

() a.

b.

() a.

b.



Polish (Haspelmath : )
Nikt
nie przyszedł
nobody  came
‘Nobody came.’
Nie widziałam nikogo.
 saw
nobody
‘I saw nobody.’
Italian (Bernini and Ramat : )
Non venne nessuno
 came nobody
‘Nobody came.’
Nessuno venne.

By and large, the type exemplified in () is typical of the Slavic languages
and the one in () for the Romance languages. But Hungarian (UralicYukagir) and Rumanian (Romance), which are spoken in ‘Slavic territory’, use the Slavic term negation type, whereas the Finno-Ugric
languages are usually of type  and the Romance languages of the type
depicted in (). (Apart from term negation, the verbal negation system
in Hungarian is also similar to the Slavic negation system; I will return
to this below.) Another areal feature is the presence of both term negation types  and  in Swedish, Norwegian, Danish and English, all
spoken on the North-Eastern periphery of Europe. The distribution
of term negation types in Europe in Bernini and Ramat’s sample is
shown in Map  (p. ). The map shows that the types spread homogenously across Europe, with the notable exceptions of Basque (language isolate), Breton and Gaulic (both Celtic). That Basque is different
is not surprising since it is so different from other Western European
languages in its syntax and morphology. For example, unlike other
Western European languages it is verb final, and it uses an ergative
alignment system  the common European nominative-accusative
system.
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Comparable areal phenomena are also evident in Haspelmath’s ()
sample. His sample is rather biased towards Europe, containing  (%)
European languages. Although this bias is not unproblematic, it does
allow an interesting comparison between his, Bernini and Ramat’s and
my sample, acting as a link between Bernini and Ramat (only European
languages) and my sample (six European languages out of a total of ).
Haspelmath’s typology is not directly comparable to mine, since he
collapses my term negation types ,  and  into one, his distinguishing
parameter being the absence or presence of the verbal negator. On the
other hand, like Bernini and Ramat he subdivides my type  into two
types depending on the optionality of the verbal negator. He thus
distinguishes the following three types ( stands for ‘verb’,  for ‘verbal
negator’ and  for ‘negative indefinite’, which includes indefinites
(somebody) special indefinites (anybody), and zero quantified terms (nobody)):
• -

negative indefinite never used with verbal negator; my
type  (English, German, Dutch, etc.).
• - negative indefinite always used with verbal negator; my
types ,  and  (most Slavic languages).
• ()- presence of verbal negator determined by word order;
my type  (most Romance languages).

The distribution of these types in Haspelmath’s sample is represented
in Table . Haspelmath does not distinguish my type  (existential
construction) in his typology. This is probably due to the fact that type 
languages occur only outside of Europe and Haspelmath’s -language
sample contains just ten non-European languages (Haspelmath’s definiTable . Distribution of term negation types in
Haspelmath’s sample.
European
Non-European
Total

-



-


()-


Total











Areal and genetic distribution



tion of Europe includes the Caucasus). As in my sample, in Haspelmath’s sample my types  and  are far more frequent than any other
type. Bernini and Ramat’s and Haspelmath’s sample thus confirm that
type  term negation is very much confined to Europe.
Yet another areal phenomenon that deserves mentioning concerns
the form of the negative marker used both in term negation and in other
types of negation. It has often been noted that one of the exceptional
features of the Finno-Ugric languages is the formation of negative
sentences. In Finnish, for example, in negative sentences verbal categories are expressed on a negative auxiliary while the lexical verb is expressed in some non-finite form:
() Finnish (Comrie : )
a. luen
‘I read’
b. en lue ‘I do not read’
c. luet
‘you read’
d. et lue
‘you do not read’
The only Finno-Ugric language that does not form negative sentences
in this way is Hungarian. Hungarian is isolated from its family members
both geographically and genetically (allegedly there is a , year genetic split between Hungarian and other languages in the group; Kulonen
: ). On the other hand, Evenki – an Altaic language of the Tungus-Manchu group – has some features that I attribute to contact with
the Ugric languages. As mentioned earlier, the Evenki inhabit a vast area
from Central to Eastern Siberia and there are several areas where Evenki
is contiguous with Ugric languages. It is one of the very few Altaic languages that forms negative clauses in an almost identical way to that of
the Finno-Ugric languages; compare the following examples (note that
both in Evenki and in Finnish the negative is the root e-):
() Evenki (I. Nedyalkov, pc.)
a. NuÎan min-du purta-va bū-che-n.
he
I- knife- give--
‘He gave me the knife.’
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b.

NuÎan min-du purta-va e-che-n
bū-re.
he
I- knife- -- give-
‘He did not give me the knife.’

c.

Si ē-va-da
e-si-nni
duku-ra.
 anything-- -- write-
‘You have not written anything.’

To conclude this section on areal effects I will return to the phenomenon discussed in Chapter , that nineteen languages in the sample use
different negative elements in negative imperatives and negative
declaratives. Whether a language uses distinct negative elements in these
sentence types appears to correlate strongly with geographical location.
The areal distribution of these languages across the macro-areas distinguished by Dryer () is summarized in Table , which shows that
in Eurasia those languages are dominant which use the same negative
element in negative declaratives and negative imperatives; in South-East
Asia & Oceania and South America languages tend to use distinct negative elements; and in the other macro-areas about half the languages use
the same negative elements in negative imperatives and negative
declaratives and half, distinct negative elements.
Using Nichols’ macro-areas reveals that languages which use the same
negative element in negative declaratives and negative imperatives are
Table . Distinct negative markers in imperatives across
continents (Dryer’s areas).*
Distinct

%
Africa
Australia & New G.
 & Oceania
Eurasia
North America
South America









*no data on Hmong Njua and Gilyak
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Map . Distribution of languages using different negative elements in
negative declaratives and negative imperatives.
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dominant in the old world, while in the new world and in the Pacific
languages tend to use distinct negative elements in these sentence types.
This is shown in Table .
Table . Distinct negative markers in imperatives across continents (Nichols’ areas).
Distinct

%
Old world
New world
Pacific










Same

%









Total
languages





Tables  and  demonstrate that the use of distinct negative elements
in imperative clauses is an areal phenomenon, and plotting the languages
on a world map brings out some more interesting areal features. Map 
(p. ) shows that whereas in the new world languages which do and
languages which do not use distinct negative elements in imperatives
are scattered, in the rest of the world they tend cluster. In Eurasia,
languages that use the same negative element are on the whole located
in the Northern and Western part of the continent, while languages
with distinct negative elements are found in the South-Eastern part.
Africa is split in two, with the western and southern part exclusively
occupied by languages that do use distinct negative imperatives and the
northern and eastern part clustering with Europe, where languages use
the same negative element in imperatives and declaratives.
Finally, on a world wide scale it seems as if distinguishing negative
imperatives and negative declaratives is a rim phenomenon: all languages
making this distinction are spoken in coastal areas – with the exception
of Nadëb, Cree and perhaps Gilyak; for the latter language I do not
have the relevant data. Rim phenomena have been observed before (see
for example Nichols : – on the Pacific Rim). The rim
phenomenon observed here with respect of differential negative markers
in negative imperatives may be due to coincidence, but it is a matter
well worth investigating further.

Correlations with other aspects of the grammar



. Correlations with other aspects of the grammar
In their endeavor to determine the limits of language variation, typologists are in constant search of correlations between various aspects of
the language system. The typology of term negation developed in this
work does not constitute a promising source for such potential correlation. Term negation is an unquestionably peripheral phenomenon and
as such it is by no means clear what its various realizations could correlate with. In the research on sentential negation the morphological type
of negative markers (free  bound), their categorial status (affix, particle, adverb) and their order with respect to the main verb, has been
correlated with clausal word order and patterns of morphological marking. However, none of these parameters are relevant with respect to the
type of term negation which I have employed, since it is not framed in
terms of the order of constituents or morphemes, nor their morphological free  bound status, verbal  particle form nor – with the exception of types  and  – the location of an element on any particular type
of constituent (see also Haspelmath :  on indefinite pronouns).
In the context of , in view of the fact that the negative element in
all but type  negation is a level  predicational operator, it might be
of interest to examine whether the expression of this negative operator
relates in any way to the expression of other level  operators, especially
level  modality operators. But any attempt to do so would require a
detailed investigation of all forms of predication level negation and
modality, which is far beyond the scope of this study.
Despite the above, in deference to the typological endeavor, I did
consider the relationship between the five types of term negation and
the most firmly esatablished typological parameter, namely word order
type. In characterizing the basic word order properties of the languages
in the sample I will use the prefield/postfield typology rather than a verb
or adposition based one. The prefield/postfield typology was introduced
by Dik () to denote languages which favour locating modifiers
before or after the head respectively. Thus it is commensurate to a large
extent with the modifier/head vs head/modifier typology, but has the
additional benefit of allowing a mixed type, ambifield, to which type
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Figure . Distribution of word
order types in the sample.

PreWeld

AmbiWeld

PostWeld

belong languages that have both prefield and postfield characteristics.
In the -language sample, two such ambifield languages occur: MaÎarayi and Mandarin Chinese.
The sample breaks down into  prefield,  postfield and  ambifield
languages. These figures suggest that the sample is commensurate with
other findings: there are more phyla and groups with prefield than there
are with postfield languages (see for example Dryer ,  and
Tomlin ). The distribution of the word order types in the sample
is captured in Figure ; Table  summarizes the distribution of the
word order types across Dryer’s macro-areas. It can be seen that in the
sample, in Africa and South-East Asia & Oceania postfield languages
are dominant, while in the rest of the world prefield languages predominate.
Table . Distribution of word order types across continents.
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The distribution of the term negation types across the three word order
types is shown in Table . The numbers in the Lgs column, which indicate the total number of languages for each type, is lower than the
sum of the numbers in the relevant row in view of the languages that
use more than one type.
Table . Distribution of term negation types across word order
types
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There are two tendencies, which can be described from different perspectives. From the perspective of word order type it can be said that
postfield languages have a stronger preference for type  term negation
than prefield languages: % of the postfield languages use type  as
compared to % of the prefield languages. The same holds with respect
to types  and . By contrast, types  and  are more common in
prefield than in postfield languages. (It is not possible to say very much
about the ambifield languages, since there are only two of them in the
sample.) From the perspective of term negation, given that there are
more than twice as many prefield as postfield languages, we would
expect all the types to be more common in the former than in the
latter. This is indeed the case for types ,  and most notably for type
. Type  and especially type , however, appear to favour postfield
languages. The relevant figures are %  % for type  and % 
% for type . Unfortunately, all of the above figures are too small to
be able to perform valid chi-square tests, but the overall impression is
that there is just a weak correlation between negation type and word
order type.
A somewhat stronger impact of word order type can be discerned
among the languages with multiple term negation in my sample. Among
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the twelve languages that use multiple term negation, only four (%)
are prefield languages; this is depicted in Table .
Table . Multiple term negation
per word order type
Prefield
Postfield
Ambifield






%




It is interesting that there are only four languages languages that use
more than one term negation type, since prefield languages have been
shown to be statistically considerably more common than postfield ones.
This is also the case in my sample, which contains  prefield languages
(%), so we would expect prefield languages to be more common than
postfield ones among the languages with alternative strategies for term
negation. Yet this does not appear to be so. I can think of no reason
why the existence of alternative strategies of term negation should relate
to basic word order. However, the possibility that there may be such
a relationship cannot be excluded. The issue clearly warrants closer
investigation on the basis of a larger sample.
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Notes
. Language families are usually graphically represented as trees. But this is not
the only way in which families can be represented. In fact Michael Fortescue
(personal communication) suggested that for Australian languages, tree-like
representations are probably not the optimal choice, due to the complicated
relationships between these languages. Nichols () makes a similar point
for Amerindian languages. Trees will be used here only by way of convenience:
this should not be interpreted as a bias to one representation over another.
. The map is crude in that language borders obviously do not coincide with
national borders. Notably, Finno-Ugric (the area shaded for Finland and
Estonia) extends well in to Russia. Nevertheless, the map gives a fair idea of
the location of the term negation types.
. The figures are what they are in Table  because there are three languages
in Haspelmath’s sample that use more than one type: English, Swedish and
Icelandic are type - and -. Furthermore he does not classify French.
. Some linguists, for example Dryer (), use the , years genetic split
as a criterion to determine whether or not languages form a genetic group. For
Dryer, then, Hungarian would be a language isolate within Finno-Ugric.

 Conclusion

A striking result of the typological investigation of term negation is the
low frequency of term negation types type  and , ie, the types involving zero quantification. In the -language sample, these term negation
types occur just five times (.%) each, so in all there are ten cases of
zero quantification. The type  languages are Chukchi, Dutch, Evenki,
MaÎarayi and Nama; the type  languages Arabic, Gilyak, Hungarian,
Italian and Tamazight.
Recall from Chapter  that Dik (fc.) suggests that there are two
strategies of expressing term negation: strategy  can be paraphrased as
Think about any arbitrary book; I tell you that I did not buy it (which is expressed by term negation types  and ); and strategy  as Think of the
set of books that I might have bought; I tell you that that set is empty (ie. has
no members) (which is expressed by zero quantification, types  and ).
Since the two strategies have the same communicative effect, one would
expect both to be used with more or less comparable frequency in the
languages of the world. Such an expectation follows from Keenan’s
() principle of logical variants, which says that if the semantic
difference between two constructions is neutralized in a given context,
then languages should vary naturally between using either one or the
other construction.
Yet this is not so: strategy  is clearly more common than strategy ;
strategy  is used by % of the languages, strategy  by %. It is not
easy to find a satisfactory explanation for this. Haspelmath (: )
hypothesized that the low frequency of zero quantification could be
attributed to the discrepancy between the semantics, which is that of
sentential negation, and the surface expression of the negation, which
is coded on term level rather than on clause level. The comparative
cross-linguistic rarity of strategy  raises the question why it should be
disfavoured.
Haspelmath offers a diachronic explanation: an unrelated diachronic
change which led to a preferred structure elsewhere in the grammar had
the undesirable effect of creating zero quantified terms. Since language
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change always results only in local optimalization, such apparently
counterproductive changes are possible. But what was the nature of the
potential diachronic change which inadvertently gave rise to zero
quantification? And why should the undesirable by-product of this
change, ie, zero quantification, be in fact highly frequent in one area
of the world, namely Europe?
Bernini and Ramat’s, Haspelmath’s and my sample all reveal that zero
quantification is dominant in Europe. Most telling is Bernini and
Ramat’s sample, in which % of the languages of Europe use zero
quantification. The areal skewing of zero quantification in my sample
is shown in Table . In the second column are the term negation types
that do not involve zero quantification (types ,  and ). These types
are represented in all continents. Of the languages using one (or more)
of these term negation types, % are located in Eurasia. By contrast,
of the languages using zero quantification – types  and  term negation;
third column – % are in Eurasia. Furthermore, zero quantification
does not occur at all in the Americas and South-East Asia & Oceanea.
(The Lgs column gives the number of languages per continent. Note
that the sum of the numbers in the rows from columns  and  may be
more than the numbers in the Lgs column. This is caused by languages
using several strategies. For example, the numbers for Eurasia ( and
) add up to , but there are  languages from Eurasia. This is caused
by the two languages that use both type  and type  term negation.)
Table . Distribution of zero quantification (Types  and ) versus
other types
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Although zero quantification is an infrequent type of term negation
on a world wide scale, one cannot say that it is dispreferred. I would
agree that it is a dispreferred construction if the languages that use it are
more or less scattered across the globe. But they are not: the data from
Bernini and Ramat’s, Haspelmath’s and my sample precisely show that
zero quantification is very much restricted to Europe. Now, if zero
quantification were so dispreferred, why should % of the languages
of Europe use it? And why should it develop independently in different
languages? When languages accommodate a construction so easily,
whether that construction entered languages through language change,
via a contact situation or any other way, that construction can hardly
be called dispreferred. I think that a better explanation for the low frequency of zero quantification is that it is a characteristic of the European
languages. And since these constitute just a fraction of the languages of
the world (about %), zero quantification is a low-frequency phenomenon by definition. Dik’s (fc.) suggestion that zero quantification is a
viable alternative for expressing term negation (see Chapter ), which
appears to be at odds with Haspelmath’s hypothesis, is therefore correct,
even though zero quantification is not a frequent type of term negation
in the languages of the world.
Returning to Keenan’s principle of logical variants, the outcome of
the typological survey makes it clear that it should be modified so as to
allow for areal effects. In view of typological research in recent years,
especially that of Dryer (), Nichols () and Bakker and
Siewierska (forthcoming), which deal extensively with areal characteristics of grammatical features, and the distribution of term negation reported here, Keenan’s principle should be amended so as to allow that
the choice between communicatively equivalent constructions is determined to a large extent by the geographical location of a languages.
As to Functional Grammar, this study has shown two things. First
of all, it has been shown that the term negation data can be adequately
described both by the model of term quantification proposed in Brown
() and Dik (, fc.) and by the theory of negative sentences.
Secondly, Hengeveld’s () claim that imperatives have no propositional layer is supported by the data presented in this book. Of the
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 languages for which data were available on negation in imperatives,
in nineteen languages (%) a negative element is used in negative
imperatives which is distinct from the negative element used in negative
declaratives.
The work reported in this book showed a clear result as to the distribution of term negation. But although the sample is genetically and
geographically balanced, it would be well worth investigating in number
of things in more detail. I think that the typology of term negation
presented here exhausts the term negation phenomena found in the
languages of the world. Nevertheless, further research on the basis of
a larger sample could be revealing, concentrating on, for example, the
areas outside of Europe where zero quantification occurs (Eastern
Eurasia and Australia). A second point that needs to be investigated is
whether the distribution of type  term negation as I found it in my 
language sample holds up when a larger sample is used. There are two
languages in the sample, Hixkaryana and Nadëb, in which type  is the
only term negation type. A larger sample and a subsample of South
American languages may reveal whether this distribution is correct. And
finally, it would be worth investigating whether my impression is correct that the use of distinct negative elements in negative declaratives
and negative imperatives is a rim phenomenon.
These research questions deal with sometimes intricate semantic
details, such as different forms of negation, various types of indefinite
pronouns and the interaction between negation and indefinitess; and
what does it mean when a language uses more than one term negation
types. Answers to these questions are not easy to find in descriptive
grammars – especially the last one will probably be left unanswered for
many (if not most) languages.

Note
. This is based on a total of  languages. There are two languages, Hixkaryana
and Nadëb (both spoken in South America), which use exclusively type  term
negation and are not counted.

Appendix
The table on the following two pages lists the sample languages together
with a number of typological characteristics, geographical location and
the sources used.
• The column headed by Type lists which term negation type or types
each language uses.
• In the two columns headed by Word order the basic word order pattern or patterns are listed, both in terms of the prefield/postfield typology and the classic Greenbergian typology in terms of ,  and
. When two orders are given for a language, the first is the more
frequent or more basic; Fr stands for ‘relatively free’.
• The Adj column documents the order of adjective and noun (/
stands for ‘does not apply’, as in the case of for example Cree, which
allegedly does not have adjectives).
• The columns Gen, Poss and Rel give the order of genitive noun,
possessive pronoun and relative clause with respect to the head noun.
• The two columns under Macro area indicate in which macro area a
language is located, both in terms of Dryer’s () and Nichols’
() classification (Dryer on the left, Nichols on the right). Abbreviations used: Austr = Australia;  = New Guinea; Oc = Oceania;
 = South-East Asia.
• The last column lists the sources and informants used for collecting
the data on term negation.
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